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PUBLICATION WITHIN THE OFFICIAL GAZETTE
The Official Gazette, the oﬀicial newspaper of the Government of Antigua and Barbuda, is published every Thursday either
online or in print form at the Government Printery.
Notice Submissions and Style
Notices for publication and related correspondence should be addressed to Mr. Ryan Johnson, Editor of the Official Gazette
at the following email addresses: ryan.johnson@ab.gov.ag / antiguagazette@gmail.com
That is the preferred method of communication for all correspondence (especially when sending Notices/information which
must be sent in Microsoft Word format) to be published in the Gazette.
Letter headings should be addressed to:
Mr. Ryan Johnson
Editor of the Official Gazette
Ministry of Justice & Legal Affairs
Parliament Drive
Queen Elizabeth Highway
P.O. Box 118
Antigua
Microsoft Word is the preferred format for notice submissions. Please do not send notices only in PDF format as errors may
occur when converting to Word. Image files should be sent in JPG or PNG format.
“Therefore, please send all notice submissions in the Microsoft Word format and a PDF version of such Notice only where
there are signatures to be included in the notice submission (document).” This applies to all institutions including
governmental, financial and other commercial institutions. Additionally, for the security purposes of any financial
information being sent, the institution’s Information Technology (IT) personnel can lock the information as a JPEG in a
Microsoft Word document and send the information to the Editor in that prescribed manner.
The Gazette Department reserves the right to apply its in-house style to all notices. Any corrections which are related to style
will be made at the discretion of the Editor for reasons of consistency.
Deadlines
The deadline for submitting notices for publication in the principal edition is midday Monday on every week for all
commercial and Government notices, in the week of publication.
*Late notices may be accepted at the discretion of the Editor.
The deadline for cancelling notices in the principal edition is 12.00 midday Wednesday. Please call the Gazette Office
immediately to cancel a notice, and confirm by email.
Advertising Rates
Publication Fee $106.20 Eastern Caribbean Dollars.
Annual Subscription Fee: $215 Eastern Caribbean Dollars
*Advertising rates are not negotiable.
Antigua and Barbuda Official Gazettes are published directly online at www.gazette.gov.ag
All editions are also available on subscription from the Antigua and Barbuda Government Printery, St. John’s, Antigua
(telephone: (268) 562-5168/ (268) 462-0510).
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NOTICES
ANTIGUA AND BARBUDA GAZETTE OF
INTERNATIONAL MARKS
REGISTRATIONS

18

Leather and imitations of leather; handbags; travel
baggage; card wallets [leatherware]; card cases of
leather; leather credit card holders; wallets; key
cases; clutch bags; suitcases; wheeled suitcases;
make-up bags, not fitted; sport bags; evening bags
and shoulder bags for women; shopping bags made
of skin; school book bags; travel garment covers;
shoe carriers for travel; beach bags; nappy bags;
backpacks; Boston bags; travelling cases; canvas
bags; overnight bags; luggage and carrying bags;
sling bags for carrying infants; satchels; formal
handbags; vanity cases (not fitted); luggage tags;
trunks of leather and boxes of leather; briefcases
[leather goods]; straps made of leather; animal skins,
hides; umbrellas and parasols; walking sticks; whips,
harness and saddlery; leather leashes; collars, leads
and clothing for animals.

25

Clothing; coats; jackets [clothing]; trousers; skirts;
tops; mackintoshes; topcoats; furs [clothing]; waist
belts; suspenders; gowns; heavy jackets; sweaters;
denim jeans; suits; uniforms; cloaks; parkas; shirts;
undershirts; cardigans; underwear; baby doll
nighties; garters; robes; bathing wear; negligees;
swimming costumes; dressing gowns; pyjamas;
shawls; foulards [clothing articles]; sashes for wear;
neckties; bow ties; sweat shirts; maillots [hosiery];
polo shirts; leotards; short trousers; combinations
[clothing]; masquerade costumes; hosiery; wedding
dresses; layettes [clothing]; bibs, not of paper;
stockings; socks; tights; footwear; shoes; training
shoes; slippers; covers for shoes; galoshes; clogs;
outsoles for footwear; shoe uppers; boots; ski boots;
snow boots; half-boots; espadrilles; sandals; bath
sandals; gloves [clothing]; mittens; headgear; hats
and caps; peaks (cap-).

35

Advertising; business management; business
administration; office functions; dissemination of
advertising matter; consultancy regarding business
organisation and business economics; demonstration
of goods; commercial or industrial management
assistance; marketing studies; shop window
dressing; modelling for advertising or sales
promotion; organization of exhibitions for
commercial or advertising purposes; sales promotion
for others; presentation of goods on communication
media, for retail purposes; consumers (commercial
information and advice for -) [consumer advice
shop]; commercial administration of the licensing of
the goods and services of others; sponsorship search;
fashion
shows
for
promotional
purposes
(organization of-); marketing services; provision of
an on-line marketplace for buyers and sellers of
goods and services; business advisory services

Note: Any person within three months from the date
of appearance of this advertisement in the “Antigua
and Barbuda Official Gazette” may give notice in
duplicate at the Trade Marks Office, Antigua, of
opposition to registration of the said Trade Mark.
1448767
151. Date of the registration
22.06.2018
180. Expected expiration date of the registration/renewal
22.06.2028
732. Name and address of the holder of the registration
ROBERTO CAVALLI S.P.A.
Piazza San Babila, 3
I-20122 MILANO (IT (Italy))
812. Contracting State or Contracting Organization in the
territory of which the holder has a real and effective
industrial or commercial establishment
IT (Italy)
842. Legal nature of the holder (legal entity) and State,
and, where applicable, territory within that State where
the legal entity is organized
Joint Stock Company, ITALY
740. Name and address of the representative
JACOBACCI & PARTNERS S.P.A.
Via Senato, 8
I-20121 MILANO (IT (Italy))

531. International Classification of the Figurative
Elements of Marks (Vienna Classification)
VCL (7)
26.04; 27.05; 29.01.
591. Information concerning colors claimed
White, red and black.
511. The International Classification of Goods and
Services for the Purposes of the Registration of Marks
(Nice Classification) and the list of goods and services
classified according thereto
NCL (11-2018)
4
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relating to the establishment and operation of
franchises; retailing and wholesaling of cosmetics,
perfumery, candles, hand tools and implements,
hand-operated, cutlery, razors, manicure and
pedicure utensils; retailing and wholesaling of
spectacles, optical goods and cases for optical goods,
telephones and covers therefor, laptop computers,
tablet computers and covers therefor, smartwatches,
health monitoring sensors and heart rate monitoring
apparatus, lighting installations and lamps, land
vehicles; retailing and wholesaling of jewellery,
horological instruments, paper stationery, office
stationery, bags, pocket wallets, saddlery, furniture,
kitchen utensils, household utensils, services
(dishes); retailing and wholesaling of bath linen, bed
linen, table linen, clothing, footwear, headgear, belts,
buttons, hinges, buckles, carpets, floor coverings,
wall hangings; retailing and wholesaling of games,
toys and playthings, instruments, tools, devices and
clothing specifically for sports matches, sports and
physical education, bags and pouches for sporting
articles; retailing and wholesaling of fruits and
vegetables, jellies, jams, compotes, honey, oils for
food, pastries, confectionery, chocolate, coffee, tea,
natural plants and flowers, non-alcoholic beverages,
alcoholic beverages, smokers' articles.

No. 63

842. Legal nature of the holder (legal entity) and State,
and, where applicable, territory within that State where
the legal entity is organized
Corporation, CHINA
740. Name and address of the representative
YIWU SHENTONG
TRADEMARK AGENCY CO., LTD.
ROOM 1209, GUOMAO DASHA,
NO. 999, CHOUZHOU NORTH ROAD,
YIWU CITY
ZHEJIANG PROVINCE (CN (China))

531. International Classification of the Figurative
Elements of Marks (Vienna Classification)
VCL (7)
27.05.
511. The International Classification of Goods and
Services for the Purposes of the Registration of Marks
(Nice Classification) and the list of goods and services
classified according thereto
NCL (11-2018)

821. Basic application
IT (Italy), 30.04.2018, 302018000015456.

3 Lip rouge; facial cleanser; dentifrices; perfumes;
cleaning agents; polishing agents; cleansing lotion; air
fragrancing preparations; cosmetics; cosmetics for
animals.

300. Data relating to priority under the Paris Convention
and other data relating to registration of the mark in the
country of origin
EM (European Union Intellectual Property Office),
13.04.2018, 17887577.

821. Basic application
CN (China), 18.06.2015, 17236395.
822. Basic registration
CN (China), 28.08.2016, 17236395.

270. Language(s) of the application
English

270. Language(s) of the application
English

581. Date of notification by the International Bureau to
the designated Contracting Parties
07.02.2019

581. Date of notification by the International Bureau to
the designated Contracting Parties
01.08.2019

1479757
151. Date of the registration
08.05.2019

1479762
151. Date of the registration
06.06.2019

180. Expected expiration date of the registration/renewal
08.05.2029

180. Expected expiration date of the registration/renewal
06.06.2029

732. Name and address of the holder of the registration
YIWU JIYOU COSMETICS CO., LTD
YIDONG INDUSTRIAL PARK,
YIWU CITY
ZHEJIANG PROVINCE (CN (China))

732. Name and address of the holder of the registration
Saniderm Medical LLC
1987 Grays Dr
Lehi UT 84043 (US (United States of America))

812. Contracting State or Contracting Organization in the
territory of which the holder has a real and effective
industrial or commercial establishment
CN (China)

811. Contracting State of which the holder is a national
US (United States of America)
5
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842. Legal nature of the holder (legal entity) and State,
and, where applicable, territory within that State where
the legal entity is organized
LTD LIABILITY COMPANY, Utah, United States
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740. Name and address of the representative
BEIJING HONGCHENG INTELLECTUAL
PROPERTY AGENY CO., LTD
ROOM 603, FLOOR 5,
BUILDING 4, NO 1 COURTYARD,
AUTOMOTIVE MUSEUM EAST ROAD,
FENGTAI DISTRICT
BEIJING (CN (China))

740. Name and address of the representative
Samuel Saunders
PO BOX 812
Skyland NC 28776 (US (United States of America))

541. Reproduction of the mark where the mark is
represented in standard characters
531. International Classification of the Figurative
Elements of Marks (Vienna Classification)
VCL (7)
27.05.

511. The International Classification of Goods and
Services for the Purposes of the Registration of Marks
(Nice Classification) and the list of goods and services
classified according thereto
NCL (11-2018)

550. Indication relating to the nature or kind of mark
The words contained in the mark have no meaning

10 Medical apparatus for use in treating skin damage
incurred by tattoo procedures.

511. The International Classification of Goods and
Services for the Purposes of the Registration of Marks
(Nice Classification) and the list of goods and services
classified according thereto
NCL (11-2018)

821. Basic application
US (United States of America), 22.09.2017, 87618650.
822. Basic registration
US (United States of America), 06.11.2018, 5598653.

29 Edible bird's nests; fish roe, prepared; crystallized
fruits; dried edible flowers; eggs; milk tea (mainly milk);
jellies for food; dry edible fungi; nuts, prepared; bean
curd goods.

270. Language(s) of the application
English
581. Date of notification by the International Bureau to
the designated Contracting Parties
01.08.2019

32 Whey beverages; waters [beverages]; soda water;
lactic acid beverages (fruit products, non-milk); plant
beverage; preparations for making beverages; beer; beans
beverage; essences for making beverages.

1479813
151. Date of the registration
03.04.2019

821. Basic application
CN (China), 12.09.2018, 33476418.

180. Expected expiration date of the registration/renewal
03.04.2029

821. Basic application
CN (China), 12.09.2018, 33484960.

732. Name and address of the holder of the registration
XIANGPIAOPIAO FOOD HOLDING CO.,LTD
NO.888, CHUANGYEDADAO ROAD,
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT ZONE,
HUZHOU CITY
313100 ZHEJIANG PROVINCE (CN (China))

270. Language(s) of the application
English
581. Date of notification by the International Bureau to
the designated Contracting Parties
01.08.2019

812. Contracting State or Contracting Organization in the
territory of which the holder has a real and effective
industrial or commercial establishment
CN (China)

1479914
151. Date of the registration
08.05.2019

842. Legal nature of the holder (legal entity) and State,
and, where applicable, territory within that State where
the legal entity is organized
CORPORATION, CHINA

180. Expected expiration date of the registration/renewal
08.05.2029
6
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732. Name and address of the holder of the registration
С.P.C. Creative Perfume
Company Holding SA,
c/o Lenhill Partners SA
Rue du Mont-de-Sion 8
CH-1206 Genève (CH (Switzerland))

lavender oil; almond oil; rose oil; almond milk for
cosmetic purposes; cleansing milk for toilet
purposes; musk [perfumery]; deodorant soap;
shaving soap; soap for brightening textile; cakes of
toilet soap; antiperspirant soap; soap for foot
perspiration; soap; almond soap; mint for perfumery;
cosmetic kits; eau de Cologne; bases for flower
perfumes; joss sticks; dentifrices; lipstick cases;
breath freshening strips; teeth whitening strips;
lipsticks; pomades for cosmetic purposes; shaving
preparations; cosmetic preparations for baths; bath
preparations, not for medical purposes; hair
straightening preparations; hair waving preparations;
color-removing preparations; leather bleaching
preparations; mouthwashes, not for medical
purposes; cosmetic preparations for slimming
purposes; make-up removing preparations; nail care
preparations; collagen preparations for cosmetic
purposes; aloe vera preparations for cosmetic
purposes; sunscreen preparations; breath freshening
preparations for personal hygiene; make-up powder;
nail varnish removers; vaginal washes for personal
sanitary or deodorant purposes; tissues impregnated
with cosmetic lotions; tissues impregnated with
make-up removing preparations; massage candles
for cosmetic purposes; potpourris [fragrances]; bath
salts, not for medical purposes; fumigation
preparations [perfumes]; astringents for cosmetic
purposes; eyebrow cosmetics; make-up preparations;
sun-tanning preparations [cosmetics]; hair dyes;
neutralizers for permanent waving; cosmetic
preparations for eyelashes; cosmetic preparations for
skin care; cosmetics; cosmetics for children;
cosmetics for animals; mascara; cleansers for
intimate personal hygiene purposes, non medicated;
douching preparations for personal sanitary or
deodorant
purposes
[toiletries];
bleaching
preparations [decolorants] for cosmetic purposes;
antiperspirants [toiletries]; toiletry preparations;
phytocosmetic preparations; talcum powder, for
toilet use; terpenes [essential oils]; henna [cosmetic
dye]; shampoos for animals [non-medicated
grooming preparations]; shampoos for pets [nonmedicated grooming preparations]; dry shampoos;
shampoos; herbal extracts for cosmetic purposes;
extracts of flowers [perfumes]; ethereal essences;
badian essence; mint essence [essential oil].

812. Contracting State or Contracting Organization in the
territory of which the holder has a real and effective
industrial or commercial establishment
RU (Russian Federation)
842. Legal nature of the holder (legal entity) and State,
and, where applicable, territory within that State where
the legal entity is organized
Swiss Société Anonyme, CH
740. Name and address of the representative
E. Schelkunova,
Patent & Law Firm "YUS", LLC
Prospekt Mira, d. 6
RU-129090 Moscow (RU (Russian Federation))

541. Reproduction of the mark where the mark is
represented in standard characters
511. The International Classification of Goods and
Services for the Purposes of the Registration of Marks
(Nice Classification) and the list of goods and services
classified according thereto
NCL (11-2018)
3
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Amber [perfume]; aromatics [essential oils]; air
fragrancing preparations; cake flavorings [essential
oils]; flavorings for beverages [essential oils]; food
flavorings [essential oils]; breath freshening sprays;
balms, other than for medical purposes; lip glosses;
sachets for perfuming linen; scented water; Javelle
water; lavender water; toilet water; depilatory wax;
mustache wax; massage gels, other than for medical
purposes; heliotropine; make-up; deodorants for
pets; deodorants for human beings or for animals;
depilatory preparations; air fragrance reed diffusers;
scented wood; perfumes; perfumery; decorative
transfers for cosmetic purposes; ionone [perfumery];
eyebrow pencils; cosmetic pencils; adhesives for
affixing false eyelashes; adhesives for affixing false
hair; hair conditioners; beard dyes; cosmetic dyes;
cosmetic creams; skin whitening creams; incense;
hair spray; nail polish; hair lotions; lotions for
cosmetic purposes; after-shave lotions; beauty
masks; oils for perfumes and scents; oils for
cosmetic purposes; oils for toilet purposes; essential
oils; essential oils of cedarwood; essential oils of
lemon; essential oils of citron; oils for cleaning
purposes; bergamot oil; gaultheria oil; jasmine oil;

4 Nightlights [candles]; perfumed candles; Christmas tree
candles; candles.
821. Basic application
RU (Russian Federation), 29.03.2019, 2019714218.
300. Data relating to priority under the Paris Convention
and other data relating to registration of the mark in the
country of origin
RU (Russian Federation), 29.03.2019, 2019714218.
7
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270. Language(s) of the application
English

270. Language(s) of the application
English

581. Date of notification by the International Bureau to
the designated Contracting Parties
01.08.2019

581. Date of notification by the International Bureau to
the designated Contracting Parties
01.08.2019

1479909

1480354

151. Date of the registration
01.07.2019

151. Date of the registration
08.05.2019

180. Expected expiration date of the registration/renewal
01.07.2029

180. Expected expiration date of the registration/renewal
08.05.2029

732. Name and address of the holder of the registration
JHO Intellectual Property Holdings, LLC
1600 North Park Drive
Weston FL 33326 (US (United States of America))

732. Name and address of the holder of the registration
C.P.C. Сreative Perfume Company
Holding SA
Rue du Mont-de-Sion 8,
c/o Lenhill Partners SA
CH-1206 Genève (CH (Switzerland))

813. Contracting State or Contracting Organization in the
territory of which the holder has his domicile
US (United States of America)

812. Contracting State or Contracting Organization in the
territory of which the holder has a real and effective
industrial or commercial establishment
RU (Russian Federation)

842. Legal nature of the holder (legal entity) and State,
and, where applicable, territory within that State where
the legal entity is organized
LTD LIABILITY COMPANY, Florida, United States

842. Legal nature of the holder (legal entity) and State,
and, where applicable, territory within that State where
the legal entity is organized
Swiss société anonyme, CH

740. Name and address of the representative
Marc J. Kesten
1600 N Park Drive
Weston FL 33326 (US (United States of America))

740. Name and address of the representative
E. Schelkunova,
Patent & Law Firm "YUS"
Prospekt Mira, d. 6
RU-129090 Moscow (RU (Russian Federation))

541. Reproduction of the mark where the mark is
represented in standard characters
511. The International Classification of Goods and
Services for the Purposes of the Registration of Marks
(Nice Classification) and the list of goods and services
classified according thereto
NCL (11-2018)

541. Reproduction of the mark where the mark is
represented in standard characters
511. The International Classification of Goods and
Services for the Purposes of the Registration of Marks
(Nice Classification) and the list of goods and services
classified according thereto
NCL (11-2018)

5 Dietary and nutritional supplements; dietary supplement
drink mixes; dietary supplemental drinks; dietary
supplements; liquid nutritional supplement; nutritional
supplement energy bars; nutritional supplement shakes;
nutritional supplements; powdered nutritional supplement
drink mix and concentrate.

3

32 Bottled water; drinking water; energy drinks; isotonic
beverages; isotonic drinks; sports drinks; water beverages.
821. Basic application
US (United States of America), 15.01.2019, 88262464.
8

Amber [perfume]; aromatics [essential oils]; air
fragrancing preparations; cake flavorings [essential
oils]; flavorings for beverages [essential oils]; food
flavorings [essential oils]; breath freshening sprays;
balms, other than for medical purposes; lip glosses;
sachets for perfuming linen; scented water; Javelle
water; lavender water; toilet water; depilatory wax;
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mustache wax; massage gels, other than for medical
purposes; heliotropine; make-up; deodorants for
pets; deodorants for human beings or for animals;
depilatory preparations; air fragrance reed diffusers;
scented wood; perfumes; perfumery; decorative
transfers for cosmetic purposes; ionone [perfumery];
eyebrow pencils; cosmetic pencils; adhesives for
affixing false eyelashes; adhesives for affixing false
hair; hair conditioners; beard dyes; cosmetic dyes;
cosmetic creams; skin whitening creams; incense;
hair spray; nail polish; hair lotions; lotions for
cosmetic purposes; after-shave lotions; beauty
masks; oils for perfumes and scents; oils for
cosmetic purposes; oils for toilet purposes; essential
oils; essential oils of cedarwood; essential oils of
lemon; essential oils of citron; oils for cleaning
purposes; bergamot oil; gaultheria oil; jasmine oil;
lavender oil; almond oil; rose oil; almond milk for
cosmetic purposes; cleansing milk for toilet
purposes; musk [perfumery]; deodorant soap;
shaving soap; soap for brightening textile; cakes of
toilet soap; antiperspirant soap; soap for foot
perspiration; soap; almond soap; mint for perfumery;
cosmetic kits; eau de Cologne; bases for flower
perfumes; joss sticks; dentifrices; lipstick cases;
breath freshening strips; teeth whitening strips;
lipsticks; pomades for cosmetic purposes; shaving
preparations; cosmetic preparations for baths; bath
preparations, not for medical purposes; hair
straightening preparations; hair waving preparations;
color-removing preparations; leather bleaching
preparations; mouthwashes, not for medical
purposes; cosmetic preparations for slimming
purposes; make-up removing preparations; nail care
preparations; collagen preparations for cosmetic
purposes; aloe vera preparations for cosmetic
purposes; sunscreen preparations; breath freshening
preparations for personal hygiene; make-up powder;
nail varnish removers; vaginal washes for personal
sanitary or deodorant purposes; tissues impregnated
with cosmetic lotions; tissues impregnated with
make-up removing preparations; massage candles
for cosmetic purposes; potpourris [fragrances]; bath
salts, not for medical purposes; fumigation
preparations [perfumes]; astringents for cosmetic
purposes; eyebrow cosmetics; make-up preparations;
sun-tanning preparations [cosmetics]; hair dyes;
neutralizers for permanent waving; cosmetic
preparations for eyelashes; cosmetic preparations for
skin care; cosmetics; cosmetics for children;
cosmetics for animals; mascara; cleansers for
intimate personal hygiene purposes, non medicated;
douching preparations for personal sanitary or
deodorant
purposes
[toiletries];
bleaching
preparations [decolorants] for cosmetic purposes;
antiperspirants [toiletries]; toiletry preparations;
phytocosmetic preparations; talcum powder, for

No. 63

toilet use; terpenes [essential oils]; henna [cosmetic
dye]; shampoos for animals [non-medicated
grooming preparations]; shampoos for pets [nonmedicated grooming preparations]; dry shampoos;
shampoos; herbal extracts for cosmetic purposes;
extracts of flowers [perfumes]; ethereal essences;
badian essence; mint essence [essential oil].
4 Nightlights [candles]; perfumed candles; Christmas tree
candles; candles.
821. Basic application
RU (Russian Federation), 29.03.2019, 2019714215.
300. Data relating to priority under the Paris Convention
and other data relating to registration of the mark in the
country of origin
RU (Russian Federation), 29.03.2019, 2019714215.
270. Language(s) of the application
English
581. Date of notification by the International Bureau to
the designated Contracting Parties
01.08.2019
1480451
151. Date of the registration
29.04.2019
180. Expected expiration date of the registration/renewal
29.04.2029
732. Name and address of the holder of the registration
Tridealhouse
Oosterveldlaan 196
B-2610 Antwerpen (BE (Belgium))
812. Contracting State or Contracting Organization in the
territory of which the holder has a real and effective
industrial or commercial establishment
EM (European Union Intellectual Property Office)
842. Legal nature of the holder (legal entity) and State,
and, where applicable, territory within that State where
the legal entity is organized
NV, BELGIUM
750. Address for correspondence
Tridealhouse
Tridealhouse NV
Oosterveldlaan 196
B-2610 Antwerpen (BE (Belgium))

541. Reproduction of the mark where the mark is
represented in standard characters
9
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566. Translation of the mark or of words contained in the
mark
Maisontridéale.
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THE 4TH BUILDING,
NO.6 OF JIANDA NAN ROAD,
PENGJIANG DISTRICT,
JIANGMEN CITY
GUANGDONG PROVINCE (CN (China))

511. The International Classification of Goods and
Services for the Purposes of the Registration of Marks
(Nice Classification) and the list of goods and services
classified according thereto
NCL (11-2018)

812. Contracting State or Contracting Organization in the
territory of which the holder has a real and effective
industrial or commercial establishment
CN (China)

6 Modular metallic structures; modular metal stables;
modular prefabricated steel framing; modular building
units (metal -); modular portable buildings of metal;
modular portable building structures [metal]; modular
portable building units of metal; pre-fabricated or
modular metal stables.

842. Legal nature of the holder (legal entity) and State,
and, where applicable, territory within that State where
the legal entity is organized
LIMITED COMPANY, CHINA

19 Modular log homes; modular shelters (non-metallic -);
modular building units (non-metallic -); space frame
modular units, not of metal; modular units (non-metallic ) for constructing prefabricated buildings; concrete;
reinforced concrete; concrete blocks; polymer concrete;
concrete floors; concrete panels; concrete walls; concrete
piles; concrete slabs; concrete building elements; concrete
retaining walls; building elements of concrete; preformed
concrete building
elements; forms (non-metallic -) for concrete; building
elements made of concrete; concrete (shuttering, not of
metal, for -).

740. Name and address of the representative
JIAQUAN IP LAW FIRM JIANGMEN BRANCH
ROOM 4101-4119, BUILDING 2,
WANDA PLAZA,
PENGJIANG DISTRICT,
JIANGMEN
529000 GUANGDONG (CN (China))

531. International Classification of the Figurative
Elements of Marks (Vienna Classification)
VCL (7)
27.05.

36 Real estate financing; real estate syndication; real
estate leasing; real estate services; real estate investment;
financing of real estate development; capital investment
in real estate; real estate management services relating to
building complexes.

550. Indication relating to the nature or kind of mark
The words contained in the mark have no meaning

821. Basic application
EM (European Union Intellectual Property Office),
25.04.2018, 017891867.

511. The International Classification of Goods and
Services for the Purposes of the Registration of Marks
(Nice Classification) and the list of goods and services
classified according thereto
NCL (11-2018)

822. Basic registration
EM (European Union Intellectual Property Office),
13.12.2018, 017891867.

9

270. Language(s) of the application
English
581. Date of notification by the International Bureau to
the designated Contracting Parties
01.08.2019
1481193
151. Date of the registration
17.06.2019
180. Expected expiration date of the registration/renewal
17.06.2029
732. Name and address of the holder of the registration
JIANGMEN SKYRAY
ELECTRONICS CO., LTD.
10

DVD players; navigation apparatus for vehicles [onboard computers]; vehicle radios; record players;
cassette
players;
megaphones;
horns
for
loudspeakers; radios; cabinets for loudspeakers;
aerials;
navigational
instruments;
satellite
navigational apparatus; global positioning system
[GPS] apparatus; smartphones; mobile telephones;
wearable activity trackers; tape recorders; sound
recording
carriers;
diaphragms
[acoustics];
loudspeakers;
audioand
video-receivers;
microphones; television apparatus; video recorders;
compact disc players; personal stereos; headphones;
portable media players; equalizers [audio apparatus];
subwoofers; audio mixers; security surveillance
robots; rearview cameras for vehicles; wearable
video display monitors; headsets; cassette players for
cars; car televisions; audio amplifiers; MP3 players;
karaoke machines; video monitors.
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821. Basic application
CN (China), 28.02.2019, 36504773.

No. 63

740. Name and address of the representative
E. Schelkunova,
Patent & Law Firm "YUS"
Prospekt Mira, d. 6
RU-129090 Moscow (RU (Russian Federation))

822. Basic registration
CN (China), 28.08.2012, 9685939.
851. Limitation of the list of goods and services
US (United States of America).
List limited to:

541. Reproduction of the mark where the mark is
represented in standard characters

9 DVD players; navigation apparatus for vehicles [onboard computers]; vehicle radios; record players; cassette
players; megaphones; horns for loudspeakers; radios;
cabinets for loudspeakers; aerials; electric navigational
instruments; satellite navigational system, namely, a
global positioning system (GPS); smartphones; mobile
telephones; wearable activity trackers; tape recorders;
sound recording carriers; diaphragms [acoustics];
loudspeakers; audio- and video-receivers; microphones;
television apparatus; video recorders; compact disc
players; personal stereos; headphones; portable media
players; equalizers being audio apparatus; subwoofers;
audio mixers; security surveillance robots; rearview
cameras for vehicles; wearable video display monitors;
headsets for mobile telephones; car televisions; audio
amplifiers; MP3 players; karaoke machines; video
monitors.

511. The International Classification of Goods and
Services for the Purposes of the Registration of Marks
(Nice Classification) and the list of goods and services
classified according thereto
NCL (11-2018)
3

270. Language(s) of the application
English
581. Date of notification by the International Bureau to
the designated Contracting Parties
08.08.2019
1481363
151. Date of the registration
08.05.2019
180. Expected expiration date of the registration/renewal
08.05.2029
732. Name and address of the holder of the registration
C.P.C. Сreative Perfume Company
Holding SA
Rue du Mont-de-Sion 8,
c/o Lenhill Partners SA
CH-1206 Genève (CH (Switzerland))
812. Contracting State or Contracting Organization in the
territory of which the holder has a real and effective
industrial or commercial establishment
RU (Russian Federation)
842. Legal nature of the holder (legal entity) and State,
and, where applicable, territory within that State where
the legal entity is organized
Swiss sosiètè anonyme, CH
11

Amber [perfume]; aromatics [essential oils]; air
fragrancing preparations; cake flavorings [essential
oils]; flavorings for beverages [essential oils]; food
flavorings [essential oils]; breath freshening sprays;
balms, other than for medical purposes; lip glosses;
sachets for perfuming linen; scented water; Javelle
water; lavender water; toilet water; depilatory wax;
mustache wax; massage gels, other than for medical
purposes; heliotropine; make-up; deodorants for
pets; deodorants for human beings or for animals;
depilatory preparations; air fragrance reed diffusers;
scented wood; perfumes; perfumery; decorative
transfers for cosmetic purposes; ionone [perfumery];
eyebrow pencils; cosmetic pencils; adhesives for
affixing false eyelashes; adhesives for affixing false
hair; hair conditioners; beard dyes; cosmetic dyes;
cosmetic creams; skin whitening creams; incense;
hair spray; nail polish; hair lotions; lotions for
cosmetic purposes; after-shave lotions; beauty
masks; oils for perfumes and scents; oils for
cosmetic purposes; oils for toilet purposes; essential
oils; essential oils of cedarwood; essential oils of
lemon; essential oils of citron; oils for cleaning
purposes; bergamot oil; gaultheria oil; jasmine oil;
lavender oil; almond oil; rose oil; almond milk for
cosmetic purposes; cleansing milk for toilet
purposes; musk [perfumery]; deodorant soap;
shaving soap; soap for brightening textile; cakes of
toilet soap; antiperspirant soap; soap for foot
perspiration; soap; almond soap; mint for perfumery;
cosmetic kits; eau de Cologne; bases for flower
perfumes; joss sticks; dentifrices; lipstick cases;
breath freshening strips; teeth whitening strips;
lipsticks; pomades for cosmetic purposes; shaving
preparations; cosmetic preparations for baths; bath
preparations, not for medical purposes; hair
straightening preparations; hair waving preparations;
color-removing preparations; leather bleaching
preparations; mouthwashes, not for medical
purposes; cosmetic preparations for slimming
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purposes; make-up removing preparations; nail care
preparations; collagen preparations for cosmetic
purposes; aloe vera preparations for cosmetic
purposes; sunscreen preparations; breath freshening
preparations for personal hygiene; make-up powder;
nail varnish removers; vaginal washes for personal
sanitary or deodorant purposes; tissues impregnated
with cosmetic lotions; tissues impregnated with
make-up removing preparations; massage candles
for cosmetic purposes; potpourris [fragrances]; bath
salts, not for medical purposes; fumigation
preparations [perfumes]; astringents for cosmetic
purposes; eyebrow cosmetics; make-up preparations;
sun-tanning preparations [cosmetics]; hair dyes;
neutralizers for permanent waving; cosmetic
preparations for eyelashes; cosmetic preparations for
skin care; cosmetics; cosmetics for children;
cosmetics for animals; mascara; cleansers for
intimate personal hygiene purposes, non medicated;
douching preparations for personal sanitary or
deodorant
purposes
[toiletries];
bleaching
preparations [decolorants] for cosmetic purposes;
antiperspirants [toiletries]; toiletry preparations;
phytocosmetic preparations; talcum powder, for
toilet use; terpenes [essential oils]; henna [cosmetic
dye]; shampoos for animals [non-medicated
grooming preparations]; shampoos for pets [nonmedicated grooming preparations]; dry shampoos;
shampoos; herbal extracts for cosmetic purposes;
extracts of flowers [perfumes]; ethereal essences;
badian essence; mint essence [essential oil].

September 9th, 2021

SHENZHEN IVPS TECHNOLOGY CO.,LTD.
4th Floor, Building 30, Changxing Science
and Technology Industrial Park,
Changzhen Community, Gongming Street,
Guangming New District, Shenzhen
518107 Guangdong (CN (China))
812. Contracting State or Contracting Organization in the
territory of which the holder has a real and effective
industrial or commercial establishment
CN (China)
842. Legal nature of the holder (legal entity) and State,
and, where applicable, territory within that State where
the legal entity is organized
company Limited, CHINA
750. Address for correspondence
SHENZHEN IVPS TECHNOLOGY CO.LTD.
101, Building 69,
Liantang Industrial Zone,
Tangwei Community, Fenghuang Street,
Guangming District, Shenzhen
Guangdong (CN (China))
740. Name and address of the representative
Shen Zhen Six Plus
Intellectual Property Agent Co., Ltd
Room 207, Shangqi Building,
NO 4050, Nanhai Road,
Nanshan District, Shenzhen
Guangdong (CN (China))

4 Nightlights [candles]; perfumed candles; Christmas
tree candles; candles.
821. Basic application
RU (Russian Federation), 29.03.2019, 2019714220.

541. Reproduction of the mark where the mark is
represented in standard characters

300. Data relating to priority under the Paris Convention
and other data relating to registration of the mark in the
country of origin
RU (Russian Federation), 29.03.2019, 2019714220.

550. Indication relating to the nature or kind of mark
The words contained in the mark have no meaning
511. The International Classification of Goods and
Services for the Purposes of the Registration of Marks
(Nice Classification) and the list of goods and services
classified according thereto
NCL (11-2018)

270. Language(s) of the application
English
581. Date of notification by the International Bureau to
the designated Contracting Parties
08.08.2019

34 Cigarettes containing tobacco substitutes, not for
medical purposes; cigarillos; electronic cigarettes; tips of
yellow amber for cigar and cigarette holders; liquid
solutions for use in electronic cigarettes; cigarette tips;
flavorings, other than essential oils, for use in electronic
cigarettes; cigarette cases; oral vaporizers for smokers;
pipe racks for tobacco pipes.

1481364
151. Date of the registration
10.05.2019
180. Expected expiration date of the registration/renewal
10.05.2029

821. Basic application
CN (China), 11.04.2019, 37451467.

732. Name and address of the holder of the registration
12
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270. Language(s) of the application
English

No. 63

511. The International Classification of Goods and
Services for the Purposes of the Registration of Marks
(Nice Classification) and the list of goods and services
classified according thereto
NCL (11-2018)

581. Date of notification by the International Bureau to
the designated Contracting Parties
08.08.2019

9

Payment terminals, including automatic self-service
payment terminals and electronic point-of-sale
terminals; automatic teller machines; remote control
apparatus for payment terminals network, vending
machines and automatic teller machines; identity
cards, magnetic; encoded magnetic cards; computer
programs for payment terminals network, vending
machines, automatic teller machines, conducting
financial transactions, crypto- and digital money and
crypto-currency; computer software for payment
terminals network, vending machines, automatic
teller machines; computer programmes [programs],
recorded; magnetic data media; chips [integrated
circuits];
computer
software
applications,
downloadable, including applications designed for
conducting financial transactions, crypto- and digital
money and crypto-currency.

36

Insurance; financial affairs, including activity
relating to the use of crypto- and digital money and
crypto-currency;
monetary affairs
including
operations with the use of crypto-and digital money
and crypto-currency; real estate affairs; issuance of
travelers' checks; issuance of credit cards; issuance
of tokens of value; debit card services; credit card
services; online banking; banking; electronic funds
transfer.

1481856
151. Date of the registration
05.06.2019
180. Expected expiration date of the registration/renewal
05.06.2029
732. Name and address of the holder of the registration
PaySend Group Limited
Cluny Court,
John Smith Business Park
Kirkcaldy, Fife KY2 6QJ (GB (United Kingdom))
812. Contracting State or Contracting Organization in the
territory of which the holder has a real and effective
industrial or commercial establishment
RU (Russian Federation)
842. Legal nature of the holder (legal entity) and State,
and, where applicable, territory within that State where
the legal entity is organized
limited liability company, GB
740. Name and address of the representative
ANDREY VASIN
STANDMARK LLC, Stromynka ul., 21-2
RU-107076 Moscow (RU (Russian Federation))

821. Basic application
RU (Russian Federation), 21.05.2019, 2019724004.
300. Data relating to priority under the Paris Convention
and other data relating to registration of the mark in the
country of origin
RU (Russian Federation), 21.05.2019, 2019724004.
270. Language(s) of the application
English
581. Date of notification by the International Bureau to
the designated Contracting Parties
08.08.2019

531. International Classification of the Figurative
Elements of Marks (Vienna Classification)
VCL (7)
24.17; 26.01; 29.01.

1481315
151. Date of the registration
05.04.2019

550. Indication relating to the nature or kind of mark
The words contained in the mark have no meaning

180. Expected expiration date of the registration/renewal
05.04.2029

591. Information concerning colors claimed
Deep blue and white.

732. Name and address of the holder of the registration
Xiaomi Inc.
Floor 13,
Rainbow City Shopping Mall II
of China Resources,
No. 68 Qinghe Middle Street,
Haidian District
Beijing (CN (China))

571. Description of mark
The mark is a combined mark and represents a circle
made in deep blue color with the letter "X" inside, while
the letter "X" made in white capital Latin character in
standard font and crossed out with two white parallel lines
that don't extend beyond the limits of letter "X".
13
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812. Contracting State or Contracting Organization in the
territory of which the holder has a real and effective
industrial or commercial establishment
CN (China)

September 9th, 2021

information into computer databases; book-keeping;
rental of vending machines; sponsorship search;
rental of sales stands; retail services for
pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations
and medical supplies; presentation of goods on
communication media, for retail purposes; provision
of an on-line marketplace for buyers and sellers of
goods and services; wholesale services for
pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations
and medical supplies.

842. Legal nature of the holder (legal entity) and State,
and, where applicable, territory within that State where
the legal entity is organized
Incorporation, China
740. Name and address of the representative
Beijing Sunland Law Firm
31/F, Beijing Silver Tower,
No. 2 Dong San Huan North Road,
Chaoyang District
Beijing (CN (China))

821. Basic application
CN (China), 08.01.2018, 28556145.
821. Basic application
CN (China), 08.01.2018, 28563871.
821. Basic application
CN (China), 29.01.2018, 28984658.
822. Basic registration
CN (China), 14.03.2017, 19072758.
270. Language(s) of the application
English

531. International Classification of the Figurative
Elements of Marks (Vienna Classification)
VCL (7)
03.05.

581. Date of notification by the International Bureau to
the designated Contracting Parties
08.08.2019

571. Description of mark
The overall appearance of the trade mark is like a rabbit.

1481172
151. Date of the registration
26.06.2019

511. The International Classification of Goods and
Services for the Purposes of the Registration of Marks
(Nice Classification) and the list of goods and services
classified according thereto
NCL (11-2018)
9

Computer peripheral devices; Global Positioning
System [GPS] apparatus; electronic sound device in
books; animated cartoons; cameras [photography];
mouse pads; quantity indicators; measuring
instruments;
sensors;
spectacles;
electronic
calendars.

14

Necklaces
[jewellery];
jewellery
charms;
wristwatches; watches; clocks and watches, electric;
alloys of precious metal; jewellery rolls; jewellery
boxes; key rings [split rings with trinket or
decorative fob].

28

180. Expected expiration date of the registration/renewal
26.06.2029
732. Name and address of the holder of the registration
SHANGHAI BAIFENG INVESTMENT CO., LTD.
ROOM 309D, NO. 21, LANE 596,
YANAN CENTRAL ROAD,
JINGAN DISTRICT
SHANGHAI CITY (CN (China))
812. Contracting State or Contracting Organization in the
territory of which the holder has a real and effective
industrial or commercial establishment
CN (China)
842. Legal nature of the holder (legal entity) and State,
and, where applicable, territory within that State where
the legal entity is organized
Corporation, China

Games; toys; chess; coin-operated billiard tables;
body-building apparatus; skateboards; men's athletic
supporters [sports articles]; bows for archery;
swimming pools [play articles].

740. Name and address of the representative
ADVANCE CHINA IP LAW OFFICE
45/F, CTF Finance Centre,
6 Zhujiang East Road,
Tianhe District
510623 Guangzhou (CN (China))

35 Advertising; commercial intermediation services;
marketing; personnel management consultancy;
relocation services for businesses; compilation of
14
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GUANGDONG OPPO MOBILE
TELECOMMUNICATIONS CORP., LTD.
No. 18 Haibin Road,
Wusha, Chang'an,
Dongguan
Guangdong (CN (China))
531. International Classification of the Figurative
Elements of Marks (Vienna Classification)
VCL (7)
26.05; 27.01; 28.03.

812. Contracting State or Contracting Organization in the
territory of which the holder has a real and effective
industrial or commercial establishment
CN (China)

550. Indication relating to the nature or kind of mark
The words contained in the mark have no meaning

842. Legal nature of the holder (legal entity) and State,
and, where applicable, territory within that State where
the legal entity is organized
Limited Company, Organized and existing under the laws
of China

561. Transliteration of the mark
San Sheng Hua

740. Name and address of the representative
Unitalen Attorneys At Law
Room 30703, 7th Floor, Scitech Place,
No. 22 Jian Guo Men Wai Ave.,
Chaoyang District
100004 Beijing (CN (China))

566. Translation of the mark or of words contained in the
mark
The Chinese characters "SAN" refers to "Three",
"SHENG” refers to "live", “HUA” refers to "flower".
511. The International Classification of Goods and
Services for the Purposes of the Registration of Marks
(Nice Classification) and the list of goods and services
classified according thereto
NCL (11-2018)

541. Reproduction of the mark where the mark is
represented in standard characters

3 Bath lotion; cleaning preparations; grinding
preparations; toners for cosmetic use; facial cleansers;
beauty masks; dentifrices; cosmetics for animals; air
fragrancing preparations; phytocosmetic preparations;
hair lotions; polishing preparations; essential oils;
moisturizing lotion; cosmetic preparations for skin care;
incense; cosmetics; sunscreen preparations; cotton wool
for cosmetic purposes; herbal extracts for cosmetic
purposes.

550. Indication relating to the nature or kind of mark
The words contained in the mark have no meaning
511. The International Classification of Goods and
Services for the Purposes of the Registration of Marks
(Nice Classification) and the list of goods and services
classified according thereto
NCL (11-2018)

822. Basic registration
CN (China), 07.08.2018, 25789027.

9

270. Language(s) of the application
English
581. Date of notification by the International Bureau to
the designated Contracting Parties
08.08.2019
1482468
151. Date of the registration
03.06.2019
180. Expected expiration date of the registration/renewal
03.06.2029
732. Name and address of the holder of the registration
15

Computers; computer peripheral devices; computer
software, recorded; notebook computers; electronic
publications, downloadable; computer programs,
downloadable; computer game software, recorded;
computer game software, downloadable; USB flash
drives;
tablet
computers;
smartglasses;
smartwatches; interactive touch screen terminals;
humanoid robots with artificial intelligence; smart
rings;
smartphone
software
applications,
downloadable; personal digital assistants [PDAs];
computer software platforms, recorded or
downloadable; wearable computers; virtual reality
game software; LCD monitors; computer game
software downloadable from a global computer
network; light emitting diode displays; USB card
readers; pedometers; apparatus to check franking;
counterfeit coin detectors; mechanisms for coinoperated apparatus; dictating machines; face
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recognition devices; punched card machines for
offices; bathroom scales; rules [measuring
instruments]; signs, luminous; transmitters of
electronic signals; intercommunication apparatus;
telephone apparatus; global positioning system
[GPS] apparatus; smartphones; mobile telephones;
cell phones; network communication equipment;
wearable activity trackers; cases for smartphones;
protective films adapted for smartphones;
telecommunication apparatus in the form of
jewellery; selfie sticks for use with smartphones;
stands adapted for mobile phones; GPS navigation
device; electronic devices used to locate lost articles
employing the global positioning system or cellular
communication networks; in-car telephone handset
cradles; sound transmitting apparatus; portable
media players; electronic book readers; earphones;
virtual reality headsets; wearable video display
monitors; HD (High Definition) televisions; DMB
(Digital Multimedia Broadcasting) televisions; selfie
sticks [hand-held monopods]; selfie lenses;
measuring
apparatus;
audiovisual
teaching
apparatus; wires, electric; USB cables; semiconductors; electronic chips; electric plugs; video
screens; remote control apparatus; optical fibres
[light conducting filaments]; heat regulating
apparatus; lightning conductors; electrolysers; fire
extinguishers; radiological apparatus for industrial
purposes; protection devices for personal use against
accidents; theft prevention installations, electric;
eyeglasses; batteries, electric; rechargeable batteries;
wireless chargers; USB chargers; chargers for
electronic cigarettes; animated cartoons; portable
remote car arrester; optical apparatus and
instruments; gesture recognition software; biometric
retinal scanners; ear pads for headphones.

downloadable; personal digital assistants [PDAs];
computer software platforms, recorded or
downloadable; wearable computers; virtual reality
game software; LCD Monitors; computer game
software downloadable from a global computer
network; light emitting diode displays; USB card
readers; pedometers; apparatus to check franking;
counterfeit coin detectors; mechanisms for coinoperated apparatus; dictating machines; face
recognition devices; punched card machines for
offices; bathroom scales; rules [measuring
instruments]; signs, luminous; transmitters of
electronic signals; intercommunication apparatus;
telephone apparatus; global positioning system
[GPS] apparatus; smartphones; mobile telephones;
cell phones; network communication equipment;
wearable activity trackers; cases for smartphones;
protective films adapted for smartphones;
telecommunication apparatus in the form of
jewellery; selfie sticks for use with smartphones;
stands adapted for mobile phones; GPS navigation
device; electronic devices used to locate lost articles
employing the global positioning system or cellular
communication networks; in-car telephone handset
cradles; sound transmitting apparatus; portable
media players; electronic book readers; earphones;
virtual reality headsets; wearable video display
monitors; HD (High Definition) televisions; DMB
(Digital Multimedia Broadcasting) televisions; selfie
sticks [hand-held monopods]; selfie lenses;
measuring
apparatus;
audiovisual
teaching
apparatus; wires, electric; USB cables; semiconductors; electronic chip cards; electric plugs;
video screens; remote control apparatus; optical
fibres [light conducting filaments]; heat regulating
apparatus; lightning conductors; electrolysers; fire
extinguishers; radiological apparatus for industrial
purposes; protection devices for personal use against
accidents; theft prevention installations, electric;
eyeglasses; batteries, electric; rechargeable batteries;
wireless chargers; USB chargers; chargers for
electronic cigarettes; animated cartoons; portable
remote car arrester; optical apparatus and
instruments; gesture recognition software; biometric
retinal scanners; ear pads for headphones.

821. Basic application
300. Data relating to priority under the Paris Convention
and other data relating to registration of the mark in the
country of origin
CN (China), 23.01.2019, 36109216.
851. Limitation of the list of goods and services
JP (Japan).
List limited to:
9
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851. Limitation of the list of goods and services
KR (Republic of Korea).
List limited to:

Computers; computer peripheral devices; computer
software, recorded; notebook computers; electronic
publications, downloadable; computer programs,
downloadable; computer game software, recorded;
computer game software, downloadable; USB flash
drives;
tablet
computers;
smartglasses;
smartwatches; interactive touch screen terminals;
humanoid robots with artificial intelligence; smart
rings;
smartphone
software
applications,

9

16

Computers; computer peripheral devices; computer
software, recorded; notebook computers; electronic
publications, downloadable; computer programs,
downloadable; computer game software, recorded;
computer game software, downloadable; USB flash
drives;
tablet
computers;
smartglasses;
smartwatches; interactive touch screen terminals;
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software, downloadable; USB flash drives; tablet
computers; smartglasses; smartwatches; interactive
touch screen terminals; humanoid robots with
artificial intelligence; smart rings; smartphone
software applications, downloadable, namely
software used for voice control; personal digital
assistants [PDAs]; computer software platforms,
recorded or downloadable; wearable computers;
virtual reality game software; LCD Monitors;
computer game software downloadable from a
global computer network; light emitting diode
displays; USB card readers; pedometers; apparatus
to check franking; counterfeit coin detectors;
mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; dictating
machines; face recognition systems composed of
computer chips, computer hardware and software;
punched card machines for offices; bathroom scales;
rules [measuring instruments]; signs, luminous;
transmitters
of
electronic
signals;
intercommunication apparatus; telephone apparatus;
global positioning system [GPS] apparatus;
smartphones; mobile telephones; cell phones;
network communication equipment; wearable
activity trackers; cases for smartphones; protective
films adapted for smartphones; telecommunication
apparatus in the form of jewellery; selfie sticks for
use with smartphones; stands adapted for mobile
phones; GPS navigation device; electronic devices
used to locate lost articles employing the global
positioning system or cellular communication
networks; in-car telephone handset cradles; sound
transmitting apparatus; portable media players;
electronic book readers; earphones; virtual reality
headsets; wearable video display monitors; HD
(High Definition) televisions; DMB (Digital
Multimedia Broadcasting) televisions; selfie sticks
[hand-held monopods]; selfie lenses; measuring
apparatus; audiovisual teaching apparatus; wires,
electric; USB cables; semi-conductors; electronic
chips; electric plugs; video screens; remote control
apparatus; optical fibres [light conducting
filaments]; heat regulating apparatus; lightning
conductors; electrolysers; fire extinguishers;
radiological apparatus for industrial purposes;
protection devices for personal use against accidents;
theft prevention installations, electric; eyeglasses;
batteries, electric; rechargeable batteries; wireless
chargers; USB chargers; chargers for electronic
cigarettes; animated cartoons; portable remote car
arrester; optical apparatus and instruments; gesture
recognition software; biometric retinal scanners; ear
pads for headphones.

humanoid robots with artificial intelligence; smart
rings; downloadable smart phone application
(software); personal digital assistants [PDAs];
computer software platforms, recorded or
downloadable; wearable computers; virtual reality
game software; LCD monitors; computer game
software downloadable from a global computer
network; led displays; USB card readers;
pedometers; apparatus to check franking; counterfeit
coin detectors; mechanisms for coin-operated
apparatus; dictating machines; face recognition
devices; punched card machines for offices;
bathroom scales; rules [measuring instruments];
signs, luminous; transmitters of electronic signals;
intercommunication apparatus; telephone apparatus;
global positioning system [GPS] apparatus;
smartphones; mobile telephones; cell phones;
network communication switches; wearable activity
trackers; cases for smartphones; protective films
adapted for smartphones; telecommunication
apparatus in the form of jewellery; selfie sticks used
as smartphone accessories; stands adapted for
mobile phones; GPS navigation device; electronic
devices used to locate lost articles employing the
global positioning system or cellular communication
networks; in-car telephone handset cradles; sound
transmitting apparatus; portable media players;
electronic book readers; ear phones; virtual reality
headsets; wearable video display monitors; HD
(High Definition) televisions; DMB (Digital
Multimedia Broadcasting) televisions; selfie sticks
[hand-held monopods]; selfie lenses; measuring
apparatus not for medical purposes; audiovisual
teaching apparatus; wires, electric; USB cables;
semi-conductors; electronic chips; electric plugs;
video screens; remote control apparatus; optical
fibres [light conducting filaments]; heat regulating
apparatus; lightning conductors; electrolysers; fire
extinguishers; radiological apparatus for industrial
purposes; protection devices for personal use against
accidents; theft prevention installations, electric;
eyeglasses; batteries, electric; rechargeable batteries;
wireless chargers; USB chargers; chargers for
electronic cigarettes; animated cartoons; portable
remote car arrester; infrared optical apparatus;
gesture recognition software; biometric retinal
scanners; ear pads for headphones.
851. Limitation of the list of goods and services
NZ (New Zealand).
List limited to:
9
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851. Limitation of the list of goods and services
TH (Thailand).
List limited to:

Computers; computer peripheral devices; recorded
computer operating software; notebook computers;
electronic
publications,
downloadable;
downloadable computer operating programs;
computer game software, recorded; computer game

9

17

Computers; printers for use with computers;
computer motherboards; data processing apparatus;
microprocessors; monitors for computers; mouse for
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computers; CD Rom organizers for computers; disk
drives for computers; computer keyboards; computer
memories; computer software, recorded; notebook
computers; electronic publications, downloadable;
computer programs, downloadable; computer game
software, recorded; computer game software,
downloadable; USB flash drives; tablet computers;
smartglasses; smartwatches; interactive touch screen
terminals; humanoid robots with artificial
intelligence; smart rings; smartphone software
applications, downloadable; personal digital
assistants [PDAs]; computer software platforms,
recorded or downloadable; wearable computers;
Virtual reality game software; LCD Monitors;
computer game software downloadable from a
global computer network; light emitting diode
displays; USB card readers; pedometers; apparatus
to check franking; counterfeit coin detectors;
mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; dictating
machines; facial recognition device for security
monitoring; punched card machines for offices;
bathroom scales; rules [measuring instruments];
signs, luminous; transmitters of electronic
communication
signals;
intercommunication
apparatus; telephone apparatus; global positioning
system [GPS] apparatus; smartphones; mobile
telephones; cell phones; computer network
connecting devices; wearable electronic devices with
application for tracking fitness-related metrics; cases
for smartphones; protective films adapted for
smartphones; telecommunication apparatus in the
form of jewellery; selfie sticks for use with
smartphones; stands adapted for mobile phones;
GPS navigation device; electronic devices used to
locate lost articles employing the global positioning
system or cellular communication networks; in-car
telephone handset cradles; sound transmitting
apparatus; portable audio and video players;
electronic book readers; earphones; virtual reality
headsets; wearable video display monitors; HD
(High Definition) televisions; DMB (Digital
Multimedia Broadcasting) televisions; selfie sticks
[hand-held monopods] being accessories for mobile
phones; selfie lenses; electricity measuring
apparatus; audiovisual teaching apparatus; wires,
electric; USB cables; semi-conductors; electronic
chip cards; electric plugs; video screens; remote
control apparatus for use in electronic system
industry; remote control apparatus for use with
television; remote control apparatus for use with air
conditioners; optical fibres [light conducting
filaments]; heat regulating apparatus; lightning
conductors; electrolysers; fire extinguishers;
radiological apparatus for industrial purposes;
protection devices for personal use against accidents;
theft prevention installations, electric; eyeglasses;
batteries, electric; rechargeable batteries; wireless
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chargers; USB chargers; chargers for electronic
cigarettes; animated cartoons; portable remote car
arrester; optical measuring instrument; gesture
recognition software; biometric retinal scanners; ear
pads for headphones.
851. Limitation of the list of goods and services
US (United States of America).
List limited to:
9

18

Computers; computer peripheral devices; recorded
computer operating software; notebook computers;
downloadable electronic publications in the nature of
newsletters, journals, books, magazines, manuals in
the field of business, e-commerce, information
technology, cloud computing, telecommunications,
the internet, business and e-commerce training,
sales, marketing and financial management;
downloadable computer operating programs;
recorded computer game software; downloadable
computer game software; blank USB flash drives;
tablet computers; smartglasses; smartwatches;
interactive touch screen terminals; humanoid robots
with
artificial
intelligence;
smart
rings;
downloadable smartphone software applications,
namely, software for speech recognition; personal
digital assistants [PDAs]; downloadable computer
software platforms for application development, web
hosting, database management; wearable computers
in the nature of smartwatches; wearable computers
in the nature of smartglasses; virtual reality game
software; liquid crystal display (LCD) monitors;
computer game software downloadable from a
global computer network; light emitting diode
(LED) displays; USB card readers; pedometers;
apparatus to check franking; counterfeit coin
detectors; mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus;
dictating machines; intelligent personal assistant
software for face recognition; punched card
machines for offices; bathroom scales; measuring
rules; signs, luminous; transmitters of electronic
signals;
telephones
incorporating
intercommunication systems; telephone apparatus;
global positioning system (GPS) apparatus;
smartphones; mobile telephones; cell phones;
computer network adapters; computer network hubs,
switches and routers; wearable activity trackers;
cases for smartphones; protective films adapted for
smartphones; telecommunication apparatus in the
nature of wireless receivers in the form of jewellery;
selfie sticks for use with smartphones; stands
adapted for mobile phones; GPS navigation device;
electronic devices used to locate lost articles
employing the global positioning system or cellular
communication networks; in-car telephone handset
cradles; sound transmitting apparatus; portable
media players; electronic book readers; earphones;
virtual reality headsets; wearable video display
monitors; high definition televisions (HDTVs);
digital
multimedia
broadcasting televisions;
monopods for handheld digital electronic devices,
namely, cell phones, excluding gaming apparatus;
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selfie lenses; measuring apparatus, namely, clamp
meters for measuring electricity; pressure measuring
apparatus; distance measuring apparatus; measuring
apparatus, namely, angle finders; audiovisual
teaching apparatus; wires, electric; USB cables;
semi-conductors; blank electronic chip cards,
namely blank smart cards; electric plugs; video
screens; electronic key fobs being remote control
apparatus; optical fibres; light conducting filaments;
electric control devices for heating management;
lightning
conductors;
electrolysers;
fire
extinguishers; radiology screens for industrial
purposes; portable LED safety lighting devices for
personal use for safety purposes; anti-theft locks
specially adapted to personal electronic devices,
namely, laptops, PC tablets and smartphones,
excluding gaming apparatus; eyeglasses; batteries,
electric; rechargeable batteries; wireless chargers;
USB chargers; chargers for electronic cigarettes;
video disks and video tapes with recorded animated
cartoons; portable remote car arrester; optical tables;
optical lenses; optical scanners; downloadable
gesture recognition software; biometric retinal
scanners; ear pads for headphones.

No. 63

541. Reproduction of the mark where the mark is
represented in standard characters
550. Indication relating to the nature or kind of mark
The words contained in the mark have no meaning
511. The International Classification of Goods and
Services for the Purposes of the Registration of Marks
(Nice Classification) and the list of goods and services
classified according thereto
NCL (11-2018)
9

270. Language(s) of the application
English
581. Date of notification by the International Bureau to
the designated Contracting Parties
15.08.2019
1482569
151. Date of the registration
03.06.2019
180. Expected expiration date of the registration/renewal
03.06.2029
732. Name and address of the holder of the registration
GUANGDONG OPPO MOBILE
TELECOMMUNICATIONS CORP., LTD.
No. 18 Haibin Road,
Wusha, Chang'an,
Dongguan
Guangdong (CN (China))
812. Contracting State or Contracting Organization in the
territory of which the holder has a real and effective
industrial or commercial establishment
CN (China)
842. Legal nature of the holder (legal entity) and State,
and, where applicable, territory within that State where
the legal entity is organized
Limited Company, Organized and existing under the laws
of China
740. Name and address of the representative
Unitalen Attorneys At Law
Room 30703, 7th Floor, Scitech Place,
No. 22 Jian Guo Men Wai Ave.,
Chaoyang District
100004 Beijing (CN (China))
19

Computers; computer peripheral devices; computer
software, recorded; notebook computers; electronic
publications, downloadable; computer programs,
downloadable; computer game software, recorded;
computer game software, downloadable; USB flash
drives;
tablet
computers;
smartglasses;
smartwatches; interactive touch screen terminals;
humanoid robots with artificial intelligence; smart
rings;
smartphone
software
applications,
downloadable; personal digital assistants [PDAs];
computer software platforms, recorded or
downloadable; wearable computers; virtual reality
game software; LCD monitors; computer game
software downloadable from a global computer
network; light emitting diode displays; USB card
readers; pedometers; apparatus to check franking;
counterfeit coin detectors; mechanisms for coinoperated apparatus; dictating machines; face
recognition devices; punched card machines for
offices; bathroom scales; rules [measuring
instruments]; signs, luminous; transmitters of
electronic signals; intercommunication apparatus;
telephone apparatus; global positioning system
[GPS] apparatus; smartphones; mobile telephones;
cell phones; network communication equipment;
wearable activity trackers; cases for smartphones;
protective films adapted for smartphones;
telecommunication apparatus in the form of
jewellery; selfie sticks for use with smartphones;
stands adapted for mobile phones; GPS navigation
device; electronic devices used to locate lost articles
employing the global positioning system or cellular
communication networks; in-car telephone handset
cradles; sound transmitting apparatus; portable
media players; electronic book readers; earphones;
virtual reality headsets; wearable video display
monitors; HD (High Definition) televisions; DMB
(Digital Multimedia Broadcasting) televisions; selfie
sticks [hand-held monopods]; selfie lenses;
measuring
apparatus;
audiovisual
teaching
apparatus; wires, electric; USB cables; semi-
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conductors; electronic chips; electric plugs; video
screens; remote control apparatus; optical fibres
[light conducting filaments]; heat regulating
apparatus; lightning conductors; electrolysers; fire
extinguishers; radiological apparatus for industrial
purposes; protection devices for personal use against
accidents; theft prevention installations, electric;
eyeglasses; batteries, electric; rechargeable batteries;
wireless chargers; USB chargers; chargers for
electronic cigarettes; animated cartoons; portable
remote car arrester; optical apparatus and
instruments; gesture recognition software; biometric
retinal scanners; ear pads for headphones.

employing the global positioning system or cellular
communication networks; in-car telephone handset
cradles; sound transmitting apparatus; portable
media players; electronic book readers; earphones;
virtual reality headsets; wearable video display
monitors; HD (High Definition) televisions; DMB
(Digital Multimedia Broadcasting) televisions; selfie
sticks [hand-held monopods]; selfie lenses;
measuring
apparatus;
audiovisual
teaching
apparatus; wires, electric; USB cables; semiconductors; electronic chip cards; electric plugs;
video screens; remote control apparatus; optical
fibres [light conducting filaments]; heat regulating
apparatus; lightning conductors; electrolysers; fire
extinguishers; radiological apparatus for industrial
purposes; protection devices for personal use against
accidents; theft prevention installations, electric;
eyeglasses; batteries, electric; rechargeable batteries;
wireless chargers; USB chargers; chargers for
electronic cigarettes; animated cartoons; portable
remote car arrester; optical apparatus and
instruments; gesture recognition software; biometric
retinal scanners; ear pads for headphones.

821. Basic application
CN (China), 18.01.2019, 36034244.
300. Data relating to priority under the Paris Convention
and other data relating to registration of the mark in the
country of origin
CN (China), 18.01.2019, 36034244.
851. Limitation of the list of goods and services
JP (Japan).
List limited to:
9
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851. Limitation of the list of goods and services
KR (Republic of Korea).
List limited to:

Computers; computer peripheral devices; computer
software, recorded; notebook computers; electronic
publications, downloadable; computer programs,
downloadable; computer game software, recorded;
computer game software, downloadable; USB flash
drives;
tablet
computers;
smartglasses;
smartwatches; interactive touch screen terminals;
humanoid robots with artificial intelligence; smart
rings;
smartphone
software
applications,
downloadable; personal digital assistants [PDAs];
computer software platforms, recorded or
downloadable; wearable computers; virtual reality
game software; LCD Monitors; computer game
software downloadable from a global computer
network; light emitting diode displays; USB card
readers; pedometers; apparatus to check franking;
counterfeit coin detectors; mechanisms for coinoperated apparatus; dictating machines; face
recognition devices; punched card machines for
offices; bathroom scales; rules [measuring
instruments]; signs, luminous; transmitters of
electronic signals; intercommunication apparatus;
telephone apparatus; global positioning system
[GPS] apparatus; smartphones; mobile telephones;
cell phones; network communication equipment;
wearable activity trackers; cases for smartphones;
protective films adapted for smartphones;
telecommunication apparatus in the form of
jewellery; selfie sticks for use with smartphones;
stands adapted for mobile phones; GPS navigation
device; electronic devices used to locate lost articles

9 Computers; computer peripheral devices; computer
software, recorded; notebook computers; electronic
publications,
downloadable;
computer
programs,
downloadable; computer game software, recorded;
computer game software, downloadable; USB flash
drives; tablet computers; smartglasses; smartwatches;
interactive touch screen terminals; humanoid robots with
artificial intelligence; smart rings; downloadable smart
phone application (software); personal digital assistants
[PDAs]; computer software platforms, recorded or
downloadable; wearable computers; virtual reality game
software; LCD monitors; computer game software
downloadable from a global computer network; led
displays; USB card readers; pedometers; apparatus to
check franking; counterfeit coin detectors; mechanisms
for coin-operated apparatus; dictating machines; face
recognition devices; punched card machines for offices;
bathroom scales; rules [measuring instruments]; signs,
luminous;
transmitters
of
electronic
signals;
intercommunication apparatus; telephone apparatus;
global positioning system [GPS] apparatus; smartphones;
mobile telephones; cell phones; network communication
switches; wearable activity trackers; cases for
smartphones; protective films adapted for smartphones;
telecommunication apparatus in the form of jewellery;
selfie sticks used as smartphone accessories; stands
adapted for mobile phones; GPS navigation device;
electronic devices used to locate lost articles employing
the global positioning system or cellular communication
20
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used to locate lost articles employing the global
positioning system or cellular communication
networks; in-car telephone handset cradles; sound
transmitting apparatus; portable media players;
electronic book readers; earphones; virtual reality
headsets; wearable video display monitors; HD
(High Definition) televisions; DMB (Digital
Multimedia Broadcasting) televisions; selfie sticks
[hand-held monopods]; selfie lenses; measuring
apparatus; audiovisual teaching apparatus; wires,
electric; USB cables; semi-conductors; electronic
chips; electric plugs; video screens; remote control
apparatus; optical fibres [light conducting
filaments]; heat regulating apparatus; lightning
conductors; electrolysers; fire extinguishers;
radiological apparatus for industrial purposes;
protection devices for personal use against
accidents; theft prevention installations, electric;
eyeglasses; batteries, electric; rechargeable batteries;
wireless chargers; USB chargers; chargers for
electronic cigarettes; animated cartoons; portable
remote car arrester; optical apparatus and
instruments; gesture recognition software; biometric
retinal scanners; ear pads for headphones.

networks; in-car telephone handset cradles; sound
transmitting apparatus; portable media players; electronic
book readers; ear phones; virtual reality headsets;
wearable video display monitors; HD (High Definition)
televisions; DMB (Digital Multimedia Broadcasting)
televisions; selfie sticks [hand-held monopods]; selfie
lenses; measuring apparatus not for medical purposes;
audiovisual teaching apparatus; wires, electric; USB
cables; semi-conductors; electronic chips; electric plugs;
video screens; remote control apparatus; optical fibres
[light conducting filaments]; heat regulating apparatus;
lightning conductors; electrolysers; fire extinguishers;
radiological apparatus for industrial purposes; protection
devices for personal use against accidents; theft
prevention installations, electric; eyeglasses; batteries,
electric; rechargeable batteries; wireless chargers; USB
chargers; chargers for electronic cigarettes; animated
cartoons; portable remote car arrester; infrared optical
apparatus; gesture recognition software; biometric retinal
scanners; ear pads for headphones.
851. Limitation of the list of goods and services
NZ (New Zealand).
List limited to:
9
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851. Limitation of the list of goods and services
TH (Thailand).
List limited to:

Computers; computer peripheral devices; recorded
computer operating software; notebook computers;
electronic
publications,
downloadable;
downloadable computer operating programs;
computer game software, recorded; computer game
software, downloadable; USB flash drives; tablet
computers; smartglasses; smartwatches; interactive
touch screen terminals; humanoid robots with
artificial intelligence; smart rings; smartphone
software applications, downloadable, namely
software used for voice control; personal digital
assistants [PDAs]; computer software platforms,
recorded or downloadable; wearable computers;
virtual reality game software; LCD Monitors;
computer game software downloadable from a
global computer network; light emitting diode
displays; USB card readers; pedometers; apparatus
to check franking; counterfeit coin detectors;
mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; dictating
machines; face recognition systems composed of
computer chips, computer hardware and software;
punched card machines for offices; bathroom scales;
rules [measuring instruments]; signs, luminous;
transmitters
of
electronic
signals;
intercommunication apparatus; telephone apparatus;
global positioning system [GPS] apparatus;
smartphones; mobile telephones; cell phones;
network communication equipment; wearable
activity trackers; cases for smartphones; protective
films adapted for smartphones; telecommunication
apparatus in the form of jewellery; selfie sticks for
use with smartphones; stands adapted for mobile
phones; GPS navigation device; electronic devices

9 Computers; printers for use with computers; computer
motherboards;
data
processing
apparatus;
microprocessors; monitors for computers; mouse for
computers; CD Rom organizers for computers; disk
drives for computers; computer keyboards; computer
memories; computer software, recorded; notebook
computers; electronic publications, downloadable;
computer programs, downloadable; computer game
software, recorded; computer game software,
downloadable; USB flash drives; tablet computers;
smartglasses; smartwatches; interactive touch screen
terminals; humanoid robots with artificial
intelligence; smart rings; smartphone software
applications, downloadable; personal digital
assistants [PDAs]; computer software platforms,
recorded or downloadable; wearable computers;
Virtual reality game software; LCD Monitors;
computer game software downloadable from a
global computer network; light emitting diode
displays; USB card readers; pedometers; apparatus
to check franking; counterfeit coin detectors;
mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; dictating
machines; facial recognition device for security
monitoring; punched card machines for offices;
bathroom scales; rules [measuring instruments];
signs, luminous; transmitters of electronic
communication
signals;
intercommunication
apparatus; telephone apparatus; global positioning
system [GPS] apparatus; smartphones; mobile
21
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telephones; cell phones; computer network
connecting devices; wearable electronic devices with
application for tracking fitness-related metrics; cases
for smartphones; protective films adapted for
smartphones; telecommunication apparatus in the
form of jewellery; selfie sticks for use with
smartphones; stands adapted for mobile phones;
GPS navigation device; electronic devices used to
locate lost articles employing the global positioning
system or cellular communication networks; in-car
telephone handset cradles; sound transmitting
apparatus; portable audio and video players;
electronic book readers; earphones; virtual reality
headsets; wearable video display monitors; HD
(High Definition) televisions; DMB (Digital
Multimedia Broadcasting) televisions; selfie sticks
[hand-held monopods] being accessories for mobile
phones; selfie lenses; electricity measuring
apparatus; audiovisual teaching apparatus; wires,
electric; USB cables; semi-conductors; electronic
chip cards; electric plugs; video screens; remote
control apparatus for use in electronic system
industry; remote control apparatus for use with
television; remote control apparatus for use with air
conditioners; optical fibres [light conducting
filaments]; heat regulating apparatus; lightning
conductors; electrolysers; fire extinguishers;
radiological apparatus for industrial purposes;
protection devices for personal use against accidents;
theft prevention installations, electric; eyeglasses;
batteries, electric; rechargeable batteries; wireless
chargers; USB chargers; chargers for electronic
cigarettes; animated cartoons; portable remote car
arrester; optical measuring instrument; gesture
recognition software; biometric retinal scanners; ear
pads for headphones.

digital assistants [PDAs]; downloadable computer
software platforms for application development, web
hosting, database management; wearable computers
in the nature of smartwatches; wearable computers
in the nature of smartglasses; virtual reality game
software; liquid crystal display (LCD) monitors;
computer game software downloadable from a
global computer network; light emitting diode
(LED) displays; USB card readers; pedometers;
apparatus to check franking; counterfeit coin
detectors; mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus;
dictating machines; intelligent personal assistant
software for face recognition; punched card
machines for offices; bathroom scales; measuring
rules; signs, luminous; transmitters of electronic
signals;
telephones
incorporating
intercommunication systems; telephone apparatus;
global positioning system (GPS) apparatus;
smartphones; mobile telephones; cell phones;
computer network adapters; computer network hubs,
switches and routers; wearable activity trackers;
cases for smartphones; protective films adapted for
smartphones; telecommunication apparatus in the
nature of wireless receivers in the form of jewellery;
selfie sticks for use with smartphones; stands
adapted for mobile phones; GPS navigation device;
electronic devices used to locate lost articles
employing the global positioning system or cellular
communication networks; in-car telephone handset
cradles; sound transmitting apparatus; portable
media players; electronic book readers; earphones;
virtual reality headsets; wearable video display
monitors; high definition televisions (HDTVs);
digital
multimedia
broadcasting televisions;
monopods for handheld digital electronic devices,
namely, cell phones, excluding gaming apparatus;
selfie lenses; measuring apparatus, namely, clamp
meters for measuring electricity; pressure measuring
apparatus; distance measuring apparatus; measuring
apparatus, namely, angle finders; audiovisual
teaching apparatus; wires, electric; USB cables;
semi-conductors; blank electronic chip cards,
namely blank smart cards; electric plugs; video
screens; electronic key fobs being remote control
apparatus; optical fibres; light conducting filaments;
electric control devices for heating management;
lightning
conductors;
electrolysers;
fire
extinguishers; radiology screens for industrial
purposes; portable LED safety lighting devices for
personal use for safety purposes; anti-theft locks
specially adapted to personal electronic devices,
namely, laptops, PC tablets and smartphones,
excluding gaming apparatus; eyeglasses; batteries,
electric; rechargeable batteries; wireless chargers;
USB chargers; chargers for electronic cigarettes;
video disks and video tapes with recorded animated
cartoons; portable remote car arrester; optical tables;

851. Limitation of the list of goods and services
US (United States of America).
List limited to:
9
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Computers; computer peripheral devices; recorded
computer operating software; notebook computers;
downloadable electronic publications in the nature of
newsletters, journals, books, magazines, manuals in
the field of business, e-commerce, information
technology, cloud computing, telecommunications,
the internet, business and e-commerce training,
sales, marketing and financial management;
downloadable computer operating programs;
recorded computer game software; downloadable
computer game software; blank USB flash drives;
tablet computers; smartglasses; smartwatches;
interactive touch screen terminals; humanoid robots
with
artificial
intelligence;
smart
rings;
downloadable smartphone software applications,
namely, software for speech recognition; personal
22
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No. 63

“SHEN” means “Deep”, “ZHUANG” means “Clothing”,
and “ZONG” means “Sum up”. The combination of three
Chinese Characters when read together does not convey
any specific meaning.

optical lenses; optical scanners; downloadable
gesture recognition software; biometric retinal
scanners; ear pads for headphones.
270. Language(s) of the application
English

511. The International Classification of Goods and
Services for the Purposes of the Registration of Marks
(Nice Classification) and the list of goods and services
classified according thereto
NCL (11-2018)

581. Date of notification by the International Bureau to
the designated Contracting Parties
1482290

37 Building construction supervision; repair information;
construction; decorative painting services; upholstering
repair; office machines and equipment installation,
maintenance and repair; electric appliance installation and
repair; installation and repair of air-conditioning
apparatus; furniture maintenance; burglar alarm
installation and repair; construction consultancy.

151. Date of the registration
02.04.2019
180. Expected expiration date of the registration/renewal
02.04.2029
732. Name and address of the holder of the registration
SDCIC CONSTRUCTION GROUP SHARES
CO., LTD
NO.6 GUANGLAN ROAD,
FUTIAN FREE TRADE ZONE,
FUTIAN DISTRICT,
SHENZHEN CITY
518000 GUANGDONG PROVINCE (CN (China))

42 Industrial design; construction drafting; design of
interior decor; computer software design.

812. Contracting State or Contracting Organization in the
territory of which the holder has a real and effective
industrial or commercial establishment
CN (China)

270. Language(s) of the application
English

822. Basic registration
CN (China), 21.10.2002, 1948471.
822. Basic registration
CN (China), 28.09.2002, 1949167.

581. Date of notification by the International Bureau to
the designated Contracting Parties
15.08.2019

842 .Legal nature of the holder (legal entity) and State,
and, where applicable, territory within that State where
the legal entity is organized
Corporation, CHINA

1482583
151. Date of the registration
21.05.2019

740. Name and address of the representative
YOMEK INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY
SUITE 306, BLOCK A,
NANXINCANG BUSINESS TOWER,
NO. A-22 DONGSISHITIAO,
DONGCHENG DISTRICT
100007 BEIJING (CN (China))

180. Expected expiration date of the registration/renewal
21.05.2029
732. Name and address of the holder of the registration
Huawei Technologies Co., Ltd.
ADMINISTRATION BUILDING
HUAWEI TECHNOLOGIES CO., LTD.,
BANTIAN,
LONGGANG DISTRICT
SHENZHEN (CN (China))
812. Contracting State or Contracting Organization in the
territory of which the holder has a real and effective
industrial or commercial establishment
CN (China)

531. International Classification of the Figurative
Elements of Marks (Vienna Classification)
VCL (7)
28.03.

842. Legal nature of the holder (legal entity) and State,
and, where applicable, territory within that State where
the legal entity is organized
Limited company, China

561. Transliteration of the mark
SHEN ZHUANG ZONG
566. Translation of the mark or of words contained in the
mark

740. Name and address of the representative
CHOFN INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY
1217,
23
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ZUOAN GONGSHE PLAZA 12TH FLOOR,
68 NORTH FOURTH RING ROAD W.,
HAIDIAN
100080 BEIJING (CN (China))

Vinhomes Riverside Ecological Urban Area,
Viet Hung Ward,
Long Bien District
Hanoi City (VN (Viet Nam))

550. Indication relating to the nature or kind of mark
The words contained in the mark have no meaning

812. Contracting State or Contracting Organization in the
territory of which the holder has a real and effective
industrial or commercial establishment
(Viet Nam)

511. The International Classification of Goods and
Services for the Purposes of the Registration of Marks
(Nice Classification) and the list of goods and services
classified according thereto
NCL (11-2018)

842. Legal nature of the holder (legal entity) and State,
and, where applicable, territory within that State where
the legal entity is organized
Joint Stock Company, Hanoi, Vietnam

9

740. Name and address of the representative
AMBYS HANOI LAW FIRM
No. 3, Lane 123, Auco Road,
Tayho District
Hanoi City (VN (Viet Nam))

42

Computer software applications, downloadable;
central processing units for processing information,
data, sound or images; computer programs,
recorded; computer software for controlling and
managing access server applications; operating
system programs; digital signal processors; data
processing apparatus; memories for data processing
equipment; network communication apparatus;
computer memory devices; computer operating
programs; computer operating software; computer
hardware; computer software, recorded; modems;
computer programs [downloadable software].

VINSMART
531. International Classification of the Figurative
Elements of Marks (Vienna Classification)
VCL (7)
27.5
571. Description of mark
The mark consists of the word “VINSMART” presented
in stylized capital letters.

Cloud computing; information technology [IT]
consultancy; platform as a service [PaaS]; database
development services; design and development of
computer databases; design and development of
wireless computer networks; server hosting; design
of
telecommunications
apparatus
and
its
components; electronic data back-up; electronic data
storage; consultancy in the design and development
of computer hardware; updating and maintenance of
computer software; maintenance and upgrading of
computer software; computer software design;
software as a service [SaaS]; developing of driver
and operating system software.

511. The International Classification of Goods and
Services for the Purposes of the Registration of Marks
(Nice Classification) and the list of goods and services
classified according thereto
NCL (2018)
7

Washing machines [laundry]; vacuum cleaners;
machines and apparatus for cleaning [electric];
kitchen grinders, electric; ironing machines.

9

Telephone apparatus; portable telephones; computer
software; artificial intelligence software; virtual
reality software; televisions.

11

Refrigerators; air- conditioning apparatus; thermos
[electric]; rice cooker [electric]; air purifying
apparatus; water purifying apparatus; roasters,
electric fans for personal use; coffee machines,
electric; cooking utensils, electric; hair dryers;
fireplaces [domestic]; stoves [heating apparatus];
kettles, electric; electric lamps; microwave ovens
[cooking apparatus].

21

Vacuum bottles for hot water; kettles, non-electric;
utensils for household purposes.

35

Retail services or wholesale services for telephones,
telephone apparatus, telecommunication equipment,

821. Basic application
CN (China), 19.09.2018, 33621054.
821. Basic application
CN (China), 19.09.2018, 33621061.
270. Language(s) of the application
English
581. Date of notification by the International Bureau to
the designated Contracting Parties
15.08.2019
1465408
732. Name and address of the holder of the registration
Vingroup Joint Stock Company
No. 7, Bang Lang 1 Street,
24
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apparatus
for
mobile
telecommunication
management; retail services or wholesale services
for computer software; retail services or wholesale
services for electrical appliances including washing
machines, refrigerators, televisions, air- conditioner,
thermos, rice cooker [electric], air purifying
apparatus, water purifying apparatus, roasters, fans,
coffee machines, cooking utensils, hair dryers,
stoves [heating apparatus], kettles, electric lamps,
microwave ovens, vacuum cleaners, machines and
apparatus for cleaning [electric].
37

38
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732. Name and address of the holder of the registration
HUAWEI TECHNOLOGIES CO., LTD.
ADMINISTRATION BUILDING
HUAWEI TECHNOLOGIES CO., LTD.,
BANTIAN, LONGGANG DISTRICT,
SHENZHEN CITY
GUANGDONG PROVINCE (CN (China))
812. Contracting State or Contracting Organization in the
territory of which the holder has a real and effective
industrial or commercial establishment
CN (China)

Installation, repair and maintenance of equipment
specialized for mobile communications, paging and
card-operated telephones and of electrical appliances
including
washing
machines,
refrigerators,
televisions, air- conditioner, thermos, rice cooker
[electric], air purifying apparatus, water purifying
apparatus, roasters, fans, coffee machines, cooking
utensils, hair dryers, stoves [heating apparatus],
kettles, electric lamps, microwave ovens, vacuum
cleaners, machines and apparatus for cleaning
[electric].

842. Legal nature of the holder (legal entity) and State,
and, where applicable, territory within that State where
the legal entity is organized
Corporation, China
740. Name and address of the representative
ADVANCE CHINA IP LAW OFFICE
45/F, CTF FINANCE CENTER,
NO. 6 ZHUJIANG EAST ROAD,
TIANHE DISTRICT,
GUANGZHOU CITY
510623 GUANGDONG PROVINCE (CN (China))

Communications by cellular phones, card-operated
telephones; paging services [telephone]; information
about
telecommunication;
telecommunication
consultancy; providing user access to global
computer networks.

42 Technical design of telecommunications networks
including mobile communications, paging and cardoperated telephones; research, design and
development of computer software.

511. The International Classification of Goods and
Services for the Purposes of the Registration of Marks
(Nice Classification) and the list of goods and services
classified according thereto
NCL (11-2018)

821. Basic application
Viet Nam, 09. 10. 2018, 4-2018-34967

9

300. Data relating to priority under the Paris Convention
and other data relating to registration of the mark in the
country of origin
Viet Nam, 09. 10. 2018, 4-2018-34967
891. Date of subsequent designation
06.05.2019
581. Date of notification by the International Bureau to
the designated Contracting Parties
15.08.2019
270. Language(s) of the application
English
1482440
151. Date of the registration
09.07.2019
180. Expected expiration date of the registration/renewal
09.07.2029
25

Smartglasses; smartwatches; computer hardware;
computer memory devices; integrated circuit cards
[smart cards]; sleeves for laptops; tablet computers;
covers for tablet computers; stands adapted for tablet
computers; flat panel displays; flexible flat panel
displays for computers; laptop computers; notebook
computers; bags adapted for laptops; sound
transmitting apparatus; camcorders; monitoring
apparatus, other than for medical purposes; video
monitors; audio interfaces; electric and electronic
effects units for musical instruments; equalizers
[audio apparatus]; security surveillance robots;
wearable video display monitors; television
apparatus; loudspeakers; portable media players; car
televisions; ultra high definition televisions; liquid
crystal display televisions; selfie sticks [hand-held
monopods]; cameras [photography]; thermal
imaging cameras; air analysis apparatus; laboratory
robots; teaching robots; optical lenses; materials for
electricity mains [wires, cables]; USB cables; USB
cables for mobile phones; selfie lenses; connected
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conversion]; computer software consultancy; rental
of web servers; providing search engines for the
internet; web site design consultancy; information
technology [IT] consultancy; electronic data storage;
providing information on computer technology and
programming via a web site; cloud computing;
computer technology consultancy; computer security
consultancy; developing of driver and operating
system software; technical research.

bracelets [measuring instruments]; gas testing
instruments; digital weather stations; biochips;
infrared detectors; electronic key fobs being remote
control apparatus; video screens; computer
keyboards; mouse [computer peripheral]; computer
programmes,
recorded;
computer
software
applications,
downloadable;
security tokens
[encryption devices]; personal digital assistants
[PDAs]; computer software platforms, recorded or
downloadable; black boxes [data recorders];
interactive touch screen terminals; humanoid robots
with artificial intelligence; electronic sheet music,
downloadable; smart rings; thin client computers;
hand-held electronic dictionaries; computer screen
saver software, recorded or downloadable; computer
software, recorded; downloadable graphics for
mobile phones; wearable computers; downloadable
applications for use with mobile devices;
downloadable emoticons for mobile phones;
computer operating programs, recorded; large-screen
liquid crystal displays; electronic diaries; integrated
circuit cards [smart cards]; electronic chip cards;
touch screens; electric plugs; electrical outlets;
transducers; digital door locks; central alarms;
batteries, electric; chargers for electric batteries;
rechargeable batteries; electronic pens; video
printers; computer styluses; downloadable computer
software
programs;
pedometers;
fingerprint
identifiers; liquid crystal displays; human face
recognition devices; scales; weighing scales; scales
with body mass analyzers; portable digital electronic
scales; smartphones; wearable activity trackers;
cases for smartphones; covers for smartphones;
protective films adapted for smartphones;
transponders; network communication equipment;
modems; switchboards; transmitters of electronic
signals; transmitting sets [telecommunication];
programme-controlled
telephone
exchange
equipment; radios; telecommunication apparatus in
the form of jewelry; selfie sticks for use with
smartphones; holders for cell phones; intercoms;
wrist-mounted smartphones; digital photo frames;
microphones;
cabinets
for
loudspeakers;
headphones; headsets; virtual reality headsets; video
recorders for cars; set-top boxes.
42
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821. Basic application
CN (China), 01.04.2019, 37211711.
821. Basic application
CN (China), 01.04.2019, 37234456.
270. Language(s) of the application
English
581. Date of notification by the International Bureau to
the designated Contracting Parties
15.08.2019
1483911
151. Date of the registration
13.06.2019
180. Expected expiration date of the registration/renewal
13.06.2029
732. Name and address of the holder of the registration
GUANGZHOU AOPIYA LEATHER INDUSTRIAL
LLC
No.1, Shitang Village, Xinya Street,
Huadu District, Guangzhou City
510623 Guangdong Province (CN (China))
812. Contracting State or Contracting Organization in the
territory of which the holder has a real and effective
industrial or commercial establishment
CN (China)
842. Legal nature of the holder (legal entity) and State,
and, where applicable, territory within that State where
the legal entity is organized
CORPORATION, CHINA
740. Name and address of the representative
Guangdong Yonghua
Intellectual Property Management Co., Ltd.
Room 1901, Qinjian Building,
No. 118 Huangpu Avenue West,
Tianhe District, Guangzhou City
Guangdong Province (CN (China))

Research and development of new products for
others; scientific research; conducting technical
project studies; telecommunications technology
consultancy; computer programming; computer
software design; updating of computer software;
consultancy in the design and development of
computer hardware; maintenance of computer
software; recovery of computer data; conversion of
data or documents from physical to electronic
media; computer system design; creating and
maintaining web sites for others; data conversion of
computer program data or information [not physical

531. International Classification of the Figurative
Elements of Marks (Vienna Classification)
VCL (7)
27.05.
26
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550. Indication relating to the nature or kind of mark
The words contained in the mark have no meaning
511. The International Classification of Goods and
Services for the Purposes of the Registration of Marks
(Nice Classification) and the list of goods and services
classified according thereto
NCL (11-2018)

531. International Classification of the Figurative
Elements of Marks (Vienna Classification)
VCL (7)
28.03.
561. Transliteration of the mark
NUO CHENG JIAN HUA.

18 Mitation leather; handbags; travelling bags; leather
trimmings for furniture; leather straps; umbrellas; walking
sticks; muzzles; trunks [luggage]; fur.

566. Translation of the mark or of words contained in the
mark
"NUO" means "PROMISE"; "CHENG" means
"HONEST"; "JIAN" means "HEALTHY"; "HUA" means
"GORGEOUS". While the whole mark has no meaning.

821. Basic application
CN (China), 29.01.2019, 36230178.
270. Language(s) of the application
English
581. Date of notification by the International Bureau to
the designated Contracting Parties
22.08.2019

511. The International Classification of Goods and
Services for the Purposes of the Registration of Marks
(Nice Classification) and the list of goods and services
classified according thereto
NCL (11-2018)

1483951

5

Diagnostic preparations for medical purposes;
nutritional supplements; medicines for human
purposes; dietetic substances adapted for medical
use; vaccines; pharmaceutical preparations; drugs
for medical purposes; medicines for veterinary
purposes; air purifying preparations; preparations for
destroying noxious animals.

35

Marketing; personnel management consultancy;
organization of exhibitions for commercial or
advertising purposes; advertising; retail or wholesale
services for pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary
preparations and medical supplies; compilation of
information into computer databases; import-export
agency services; public relations; professional
business consultancy; procurement services for
others [purchasing goods and services for other
businesses].

40

Material treatment information; processing of
chemical reagents; food and drink preservation;
refining services; cryopreservation services; dyeing
services; bookbinding; taxidermy; decontamination
of hazardous materials; air purification.

151. Date of the registration
04.01.2019
180. Expected expiration date of the registration/renewal
04.01.2029
732. Name and address of the holder of the registration
BEIJING INNOCARE PHARMA TECH
CO., LTD.
Bldg. 8, Community No.1,
No.8 Courtyard, Life Park Road,
ZGC Life Science Park,
Changping District
102206 Beijing (CN (China))
812. Contracting State or Contracting Organization in the
territory of which the holder has a real and effective
industrial or commercial establishment
CN (China)
842. Legal nature of the holder (legal entity) and State,
and, where applicable, territory within that State where
the legal entity is organized
LIMITED COMPANY, CHINA

42 Clinical trial; cloud computing; chemical research;
certificate of quality system; material testing;
computer
programming;
technical
research;
scientific laboratory services; biological research;
conversion of data or documents from physical to
electronic media.

740. Name and address of the representative
QIANHUI IP ATTORNEYS
36F, Building A4-3,
Hanyu Gold Valley Business Centre,
No.7000 Jingshi Road,
High-Tech Zone, Jinan
250101 Shandong (CN (China))

821. Basic application
CN (China), 15.03.2018, 29616443.
27
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821. Basic application
CN (China), 15.03.2018, 29630396.

for medical purposes; dietetic substances adapted for
medical use; nutritional supplements; medicines for
veterinary purposes; preparations for destroying noxious
animals; vaccines; air purifying preparations.

821. Basic application
CN (China), 15.03.2018, 29621055.

270. Language(s) of the application
English

821. Basic application
CN (China), 15.03.2018, 29617088.

581. Date of notification by the International Bureau to
the designated Contracting Parties
22.08.2019

851. Limitation of the list of goods and services
AF (Afghanistan), AG (Antigua and Barbuda), AL
(Albania), AZ (Azerbaijan), BA (Bosnia and
Herzegovina), BH (Bahrain), BN (Brunei Darussalam),
BQ (Bonaire, Sint Eustatius and Saba), BT (Bhutan), BW
(Botswana), BY (Belarus), CW (Curaçao), DZ (Algeria),
EG (Egypt), GB (United Kingdom), GE (Georgia), GH
(Ghana), GM (Gambia), ID (Indonesia), IR (Iran (Islamic
Republic of)), IS (Iceland), KE (Kenya), KG
(Kyrgyzstan), KH (Cambodia), KR (Republic of Korea),
LA (Lao People's Democratic Republic), LI
(Liechtenstein), LR (Liberia), LS (Lesotho), MA
(Morocco), MC (Monaco), MD (Republic of Moldova),
ME (Montenegro), MG (Madagascar), MK (North
Macedonia), MN (Mongolia), MZ (Mozambique), NA
(Namibia), NO (Norway), OM (Oman), PH (Philippines),
RS (Serbia), RW (Rwanda), SD (Sudan), SL (Sierra
Leone), SM (San Marino), ST (Sao Tome and Principe),
SX (Sint Maarten (Dutch part)), SY (Syrian Arab
Republic), SZ (Eswatini), TH (Thailand), TJ (Tajikistan),
TM (Turkmenistan), TN (Tunisia), UA (Ukraine), UZ
(Uzbekistan), ZM (Zambia), ZW (Zimbabwe).
List limited to:
5

35
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1483576
151. Date of the registration
17.05.2019
180. Expected expiration date of the registration/renewal
17.05.2029
732. Name and address of the holder of the registration
HUAWEI TECHNOLOGIES CO., LTD.
Administration Building
Huawei Technologies Co., Ltd.,
Bantian, Longgang District,
Shenzhen City
Guangdong Province (CN (China))
812. Contracting State or Contracting Organization in the
territory of which the holder has a real and effective
industrial or commercial establishment
CN (China)

Medicines for human purposes; diagnostic
preparations for medical purposes; pharmaceutical
preparations; drugs for medical purposes; dietetic
substances adapted for medical use; nutritional
supplements; medicines for veterinary purposes;
preparations for destroying noxious animals;
vaccines; air purifying preparations.

842. Legal nature of the holder (legal entity) and State,
and, where applicable, territory within that State where
the legal entity is organized
Limited company, China
740. Name and address of the representative
ADVANCE CHINA IP LAW OFFICE
45/F, CTF Finance Center,
No. 6 Zhujiang East Road,
Tianhe District, Guangzhou City
510623 Guangdong Province (CN (China))

Public relations; professional business consultancy;
personnel management consultancy; organization of
exhibitions for commercial or advertising purposes;
retail or wholesale services for pharmaceutical,
veterinary and sanitary preparations and medical
supplies; advertising; marketing; compilation of
information into computer databases; import-export
agency services; procurement services for others
[purchasing goods and services for other
businesses].

531. International Classification of the Figurative
Elements of Marks (Vienna Classification)
VCL (7)
27.05.

851. Limitation of the list of goods and services
OA (African Intellectual Property Organization).
List limited to:

511. The International Classification of Goods and
Services for the Purposes of the Registration of Marks
(Nice Classification) and the list of goods and services
classified according thereto
NCL (11-2018)

5 Medicines for human purposes; diagnostic preparations
for medical purposes; pharmaceutical preparations; drugs
28
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Smartphones; computer programs for editing
images, sound and video; graphics accelerators;
computer utility programs for file management;
operating system programs; computer operating
programs; computer operating software; computer
central processing units; computer programs for
searching remotely for content on computers and
computer networks; computer software for
controlling the operation of audio and video devices;
compiler software; downloadable computer chatbot
software for simulating conversations; computer
software for controlling self-service terminals;
computer software to maintain and operate computer
systems; computer utility programs for computer
maintenance; computer operating programs,
recorded; computer software, recorded; computer
software
applications,
downloadable;
tablet
computers; computer software platforms, recorded
or downloadable; notebook computers; computer
software for wireless content delivery; computer
software for administration of network; computer
programs for enabling access or entrance control.

No. 63

732. Name and address of the holder of the registration
ASIA OILS INVESTMENT PTE. LTD.
133 NEW BRIDGE ROAD,
# 20-09 CHINATOWN POINT
Singapore 059413 (SG (Singapore))
811. Contracting State of which the holder is a national
SG (Singapore)
842. Legal nature of the holder (legal entity) and State,
and, where applicable, territory within that State where
the legal entity is organized
Private Limited Company, Singapore
40. Name and address of the representative
ZICO INSIGHTS LAW LLC
8 ROBINSON ROAD,
# 13-00 ASO BUILDING
Singapore 048544 (SG (Singapore))

Computer software design; providing information on
computer technology and programming via a web
site; software as a service [SaaS]; cloud computing;
platform as a service [PaaS]; updating and
maintenance of computer software; design and
development of multimedia products; research and
development of computer software; smartphone
software design; design and development of
software; design and development of software in the
field of mobile applications; design and
development of software for instant messaging;
creation and development of computer programs for
data processing; electronic data storage.

511. The International Classification of Goods and
Services for the Purposes of the Registration of Marks
(Nice Classification) and the list of goods and services
classified according thereto
NCL (11-2018)
29 Edible oils and fats, cooking oils and fats, vegetable
oils and fats, blended vegetable oils, blended cooking oils,
sunflower oil, soft cooking oils, frying oils and fats,
baking oils and fats, confectionery fats, palm olein,
refined, bleached and deodorized palm olein, red palm
olein, red palm super olein; shortening; margarine; butter;
all included in this class.
821. Basic application
SG (Singapore), 22.03.2019, 40201906426Y.

821. Basic application
CN (China), 24.08.2018, 33099986.

300. Data relating to priority under the Paris Convention
and other data relating to registration of the mark in the
country of origin
SG (Singapore), 22.03.2019, 40201906426Y.

821. Basic application
CN (China), 24.08.2018, 33104813.
270. Language(s) of the application
English

270. Language(s) of the application
English

581. Date of notification by the International Bureau to
the designated Contracting Parties
22.08.2019

581. Date of notification by the International Bureau to
the designated Contracting Parties
22.08.2019

1483801

1484334

151. Date of the registration
20.06.2019

151. Date of the registration
24.06.2019

180. Expected expiration date of the registration/renewal
20.06.2029

180. Expected expiration date of the registration/renewal
24.06.2029
29
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732. Name and address of the holder of the registration
Japan Tobacco Inc.
2-2-1, Toranomon,
Minato-ku
Tokyo 105-8422 (JP (Japan))

September 9th, 2021

851. Limitation of the list of goods and services
JP
List limited to:

(Japan).

34 Tobacco, raw or manufactured; tobacco products,
namely cigarettes, cigars, cigarillos, tobacco for roll-yourown cigarettes, pipe tobacco, chewing tobacco, snuff
tobacco; electronic cigarettes; smokers' articles, namely
cigarette paper and cigarette tubes, cigarette filters,
cigarette tips, tobacco boxes, cigarette cases, pipes,
pocket machines for rolling cigarettes, lighters.

812. Contracting State or Contracting Organization in the
territory of which the holder has a real and effective
industrial or commercial establishment
CH (Switzerland)
740. Name and address of the representative
JT International SA,
Intellectual Property
Rue Kazem-Radjavi 8
CH-1202 Genève (CH (Switzerland))

851. Limitation of the list of goods and services
PH (Philippines).
List limited to:
34 Tobacco, raw or manufactured; smoking tobacco, pipe
tobacco, rolling tobacco, chewing tobacco, snus;
cigarettes, electronic cigarettes, cigars, cigarillos; snuff;
lighters for smokers; cigarette paper, cigarette tubes and
matches.

541. Reproduction of the mark where the mark is
represented in standard characters

851. Limitation of the list of goods and services
RU (Russian Federation).
List limited to:

511. The International Classification of Goods and
Services for the Purposes of the Registration of Marks
(Nice Classification) and the list of goods and services
classified according thereto
NCL (11-2018)

34 Tobacco, raw or manufactured; smoking tobacco, pipe
tobacco, rolling tobacco, chewing tobacco, snus;
cigarettes, electronic cigarettes, cigars, cigarillos; snuff;
smokers' articles, including absorbent paper for tobacco
pipes; gas containers for cigar lighters; tobacco jars, of
non-precious metals; tobacco pouches; cigarette paper;
books of cigarette paper; cigar and cigarette cases of nonprecious metals; matchboxes made of non-precious
metals; firestones; tobacco pipes, including cigarette
pipes; pipe racks (for tobacco pipes); pipe cleaners (for
tobacco pipes); tips for cigar holders and cigarettes of
non-precious metals; cigarette tips; tips for cigar holders
and cigarettes, including of yellow amber; cigarette tubes;
pocket machines for rolling cigarettes; ashtrays of nonprecious metals; cigarette filters; cigar cutters;
matchboxes of non-precious metals; snuff boxes of nonprecious metals; lighters for smokers; matches.

34 Tobacco, raw or manufactured; smoking tobacco, pipe
tobacco, rolling tobacco, chewing tobacco, snus;
cigarettes, electronic cigarettes, cigars, cigarillos; snuff;
smokers' articles included in this class; cigarette paper,
cigarette tubes and matches.
822. Basic registration
CH (Switzerland), 14.06.2019, 732531.
300. Data relating to priority under the Paris Convention
and other data relating to registration of the mark in the
country of origin
CH (Switzerland), 14.06.2019, 732531.
851. Limitation of the list of goods and services
CN (China).
List limited to:

851. Limitation of the list of goods and services
TH (Thailand).
List limited to:

34 Tobacco; raw or manufactured; smoking tobacco, pipe
tobacco, rolling tobacco, chewing tobacco, snus,
cigarettes, electronic cigarettes, cigars, cigarillos; snuff;
cigarette cases; tips for cigarettes; lighters for smokers,
cigarette paper; cigarette tubes and matches; e-liquids.

34 Tobacco, raw or manufactured; cigarillos, pipe
tobacco, rolling tobacco, tobacco leaves, cigars;
cigarettes, electronic cigarettes, cigarette paper, matches
and lighters for smokers.

851. Limitation of the list of goods and services
ID (Indonesia), IR (Iran (Islamic Republic of)), IS
(Iceland), RS (Serbia).
List limited to:

851. Limitation of the list of goods and services
VN (Viet Nam).
List limited to:

34 Tobacco, raw or manufactured; smoking tobacco, pipe
tobacco, rolling tobacco, chewing tobacco, snus;
cigarettes, electronic cigarettes, cigars, cigarillos; snuff;
smokers' articles; cigarette paper, cigarette tubes and
matches.

34 Tobacco, raw or manufactured; smoking tobacco, pipe
tobacco, rolling tobacco, chewing tobacco, snus;
cigarettes, electronic cigarettes, cigars, cigarillos; snuff;
ashtrays, cigarette cases, lighters for smokers; cigarette
paper, cigarette tubes and matches.
30
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270. Language(s) of the application
French

270. Language(s) of the application
English

581. Date of notification by the International Bureau to
the designated Contracting Parties
22.08.2019

581. Date of notification by the International Bureau to
the designated Contracting Parties
22.08.2019
1325017

1483881

732. Name and address of the holder of the registration
J. Choo Limited
10 Howick Place
London SW1P 1GW (GB (United Kingdom))

151. Date of the registration
18.03.2019
180. Expected expiration date of the registration/renewal
18.03.2029

811. Contracting State of which the holder is a national
GB (United Kingdom)

732. Name and address of the holder of the registration
APPLE INC.
One Apple Park Way
Cupertino CA 95014 (US (United States of America))

842. Legal nature of the holder (legal entity) and State,
and, where applicable, territory within that State where
the legal entity is organized
Limited Liability Company, England and Wales (United
Kingdom)

811. Contracting State of which the holder is a national
US (United States of America)

740. Name and address of the representative
A. A. Thornton & Co.
10 Old Bailey
London EC4M 7NG (GB (United Kingdom))

842. Legal nature of the holder (legal entity) and State,
and, where applicable, territory within that State where
the legal entity is organized
Corporation, California, United States

JIMMY CHOO
511. The International Classification of Goods and
Services for the Purposes of the Registration of Marks
(Nice Classification) and the list of goods and services
classified according thereto
NCL (11-2018)

740. Name and address of the representative
Thomas R. La Perle
Apple Inc.
1 Infinite Loop,
MS 169-3IPL
Cupertino CA 95014 (US (United States of America))

3

Soaps, bath gel, shower gel; perfumery, fragrances,
eau de toilette, colognes, aftershave, perfumes in
solid form; cosmetics, make-up preparations;
essential oils, body oils, body lotion, body cream,
hair lotions, hair conditioners, foot lotions; bath
preparations not for medical purposes; balms not for
medical purposes; nail care preparations, nail
varnish, nail polish, nail varnish and nail polish
removing preparations; talcum powder; sunscreen
preparations; sun-tanning preparations; pumice
stone; emery; dentifrices; shoe cream, shoe polish,
shoe wax; cleaning and polishing preparations,
including cleaning and polishing preparations for
leather, footwear, handbags, sunglasses, room
fragrance, room fragrancing preparations.

6

Small items of metal hardware; buckles of common
metal (hardware); metal name plagues; closures of
metal; fastenings of metal; badges, tags, ferrules,
rivets of non-precious metal, hinges, hooks, chains,
padlocks, locks and keys; locks of metal for bags;
boxes, casks and chests of common metal,
ornaments, figurines and works of art of common
metal.

541. Reproduction of the mark where the mark is
represented in standard characters
511. The International Classification of Goods and
Services for the Purposes of the Registration of Marks
(Nice Classification) and the list of goods and services
classified according thereto
NCL (11-2018)
9 Lanyards for portable and handheld digital electronic
devices for recording, organizing, transmitting,
manipulating, and reviewing text, data, audio, image, and
video files.
821. Basic application
US (United States of America), 18.06.2005, 78653667.
822. Basic registration
US (United States of America), 02.09.2008, 3497047.
31
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Eyewear, sunglasses, spectacles, sunglasses and
spectacles cases and frames, optical frames; pouches
and bags adapted to carry sunglasses and spectacles;
laptop cases, laptop bags; mobile phone cases,
mobile phone straps; encoded bank cards, encoded
loyalty cards; bags made of leather or imitations of
leather adapted for electrical apparatus and
instruments, mobile phones, laptops, PDAs;
apparatus
for
recording,
transmission
or
reproduction of sound or images, magnetic data
carriers, recording discs; pre-recorded CDs, CDROMs, tapes and discs; protective footwear;
electronic publications (downloadable); software
applications (Apps); mouse mats, electronic tags for
goods.

14

Precious metals and their alloys and goods in
precious metals or coated therewith; jewellery,
costume jewellery, arm cuffs (jewellery), wrist
bands (jewellery); jewellery made of leather; key
rings (trinkets or fobs); key fobs; trinkets of metal;
key fobs of leather or imitations of leather
incorporating
key
rings;
horological
and
chronometric instruments; watches, bracelets and
straps for watches, cases adapted to contain watches;
jewellery boxes, boxes of precious metals; tie clips,
cuff links; parts and fittings for the aforesaid goods;
shoe ornaments and handbag ornaments of precious
metal, buckles of precious metal for watch bands;
key rings; key chains.

16

Printed matter; stationery; photographs, posters,
pictures, prints, books, magazines, brochures,
catalogues, periodicals, booklets, calendars, paper,
cardboard, greetings cards; instructional and
teaching material (except apparatus); plastic
materials for packaging (not included in other
classes); paper or plastic bags; boxes of cardboard;
gift paper, wrapping paper; pens, pencils; notebooks,
writing pads, pencil boxes; document folders;
desktop business card holders; passport holders;
passport cases; cheque book holders, cases and
covers; printed gift vouchers and vouchers of value,
not encoded; money clips of common metals.

18

Handbags, travelling bags, weekend bags, trunks,
trunks for storing shoes, purses, wallets, clutch bags,
travel wallets, luggage tags, luggage label holders,
cosmetic bags, make-up bags, vanity bags, vanity
cases not fitted, pouches, cases, bags, shoe bags,
backpacks, garment bags, beach bags, briefcases,
suitcases, attache cases; cases of leather or leather
board; key cases, key bags, key wallets; card cases;
card holders, credit card holders, debit card holders,
bank card holders, business card cases; document
cases; hat boxes made of leather or imitations of
leather; parasols, umbrellas, walking sticks; parts
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and fittings for the aforesaid goods; laces (leather):
leashes; collars and leads for animals; garments and
clothing for pets; pet leads of metal.

32

25

Clothing, footwear and headgear; scarves; gloves,
hats, belts, swimming hats; raincoats, hosiery sashes
for wear, wedding dresses, fur stoles, fur muffs, fur
hats, fur coats, kaftans; swimwear; metal fittings for
footwear.

35

Advertising and marketing services; sales promotion
for others; procurement services for others; retail
services in relation to soaps, bath gel, shower gel,
perfumery, fragrances, eau de toilette, colognes,
aftershave, perfumes in solid form, cosmetics, make
up preparations, essential oils, body oils, body
lotion, body cream, hair lotions, hair conditioners,
foot lotions, bath preparations not for medical
purposes, balms not for medical purposes, nail care
preparations, nail varnish, nail polish, nail varnish
and nail polish removing preparations; talcum
powder; sunscreen preparations; sun-tanning
preparations; pumice stone; emery; dentifrices; shoe
cream, shoe polish, shoe wax; cleaning and
polishing preparations, including cleaning and
polishing preparations for leather, footwear,
handbags, sunglasses, room fragrance, room
fragrancing preparations, small items of metal
hardware; buckles, money clips of common metals,
metal name plagues, key rings, key chains, closures
of metal, fastenings of metal, metal fittings for
leather goods, footwear, clothing, badges, tags,
ferrules, rivets of non-precious metal, hinges, hooks,
chains, padlocks, locks, keys, locks of metal for
bags, ornaments, figurines and works of art of
common metal, boxes, casks and chests of common
metal, chains for pets, eyewear, sunglasses,
spectacles, sunglasses and spectacles cases and
frames, optical frames; pouches and bags adapted to
carry sunglasses and spectacles; laptop cases, laptop
bags; mobile phone cases, mobile phone straps;
encoded bank cards, encoded loyalty cards; bags
made of leather or imitations of leather adapted for
electrical apparatus and instruments, mobile phones,
laptops, PDAs; apparatus for recording, transmission
or reproduction of sound or images, magnetic data
carriers, recording discs; pre-recorded CDs, CDROMs, tapes and discs; protective footwear;
electronic publications (downloadable); software
applications (Apps); mouse mats, electronic tags for
goods,precious metals and their alloys and goods in
precious metals or coated therewith; jewellery,
costume jewellery, arm cuffs (jewellery), wrist
bands (jewellery); jewellery made of leather; key
rings (trinkets or fobs); key fobs; trinkets of metal;
key fobs of leather or imitations of leather
incorporating
key
rings;
horological
and
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821. Basic application
United Kingdom, 08.12.2015

chronometric instruments; watches, bracelets and
straps for watches, cases adapted to contain watches;
jewellery boxes, boxes of precious metals; tie clips,
cuff links; parts and fittings for the aforesaid goods;
shoe ornaments and handbag ornaments of precious
metal, buckles of precious metal, printed matter;
stationery; photographs, posters, pictures, prints,
books,
magazines,
brochures,
catalogues,
periodicals, booklets, calendars, paper, cardboard,
greetings cards, instructional and teaching material
(except apparatus),plastic materials for packaging,
paper or plastic bags, boxes of cardboard, gift paper,
wrapping paper, pens, pencils, notebooks, writing
pads, pencil boxes; document folders, desktop
business card holders, passport holders, passport
cases, cheque book holders, cases and covers, gift
vouchers, vouchers of value, leather and imitations
of leather, and goods made of these materials and
handbags, travelling bags, weekend bags, trunks,
trunks for storing shoes, purses, wallets, clutch bags,
travel wallets, luggage tags, luggage label holders,
cosmetic bags, make-up bags, vanity bags, vanity
cases not fitted, pouches, cases, bags, shoe bags,
backpacks, garment bags, beach bags, briefcases,
suitcases, attache cases; cases of leather or leather
board; key cases, key bags, key holders, card cases,
card holders, credit card holders, debit card holders,
bank card holders, business card cases, document
cases, hat boxes, parasols, umbrellas, walking sticks,
laces (leather), leashes, collars and leads for animals,
garments and clothing for pets, pet food in the form
of chews, dog biscuits, edible chews for animals,
clothing, footwear, headgear, scarves, gloves, hats, ,
swimming hats, belts, raincoats, hosiery, sashes for
wear, wedding dresses, fur stoles, fur muffs fur hats,
fur coats, kaftans, swimwear, toys for pets, exercise
machines, exercise bicycles, treadmills, gloves,
adapted for sport, bags adapted for sports equipment,
boots and shoes adapted for sport, skateboards, body
boards, surfboards, and parts and fittings for all the
aforesaid goods; advice and assistance in the
selection of goods; providing information and advice
to consumers regarding the selection of products and
items to be purchased; including, but not limited to
all the aforesaid services provided via mail order or
the Internet, the world wide web and/ or via
communications networks.

821. Basic application
United Kingdom, 18.01.2016,
300. Data relating to priority under the Paris Convention
and other data relating to registration of the mark in the
country of origin
United Kingdom, 08.12.2015
Priority limited to
Class 40: Bespoke shoe making; cobbler’s services
(custom manufacture); provision of information and
advice in relation to the foregoing services).
851. Limitation of the list of goods and services
AG (Antigua and Barbuda), BQ (Bonaire, Sint Eustatius
and Saba), CU (Cuba), CW (Curaçao), LI (Liechtenstein),
ME (Montenegro), SX (Sint Maarten (Dutch part)).
The subsequent designation is only for class 3.
851. Limitation of the list of goods and services
AU (Australia), TH (Thailand).
The subsequent designation is only for class 40.
851. Limitation of the list of goods and services
KG (Kyrgyzstan).
Classes 3, 6, 9, 14, 16, 18 and 35 are claimed in their
entirety.
List limited to:
25 Clothing, footwear and headgear; scarves; gloves, hats,
belts, swimming hats; raincoats, hosiery, sashes for wear,
wedding dresses, kaftans; swimwear; metal fittings for
footwear.
851. Limitation of the list of goods and services
US (United States of America).
List limited to:
25 Clothing, footwear and headgear; scarves; gloves, hats,
belts, swimming hats; raincoats, hosiery, sashes for wear,
wedding dresses, kaftans; swimwear; metal fittings for
footwear.
891. Date of subsequent designation
11.07.2019
270. Langusge(s) of the application
English

40 Bespoke shoe making; cobbler’s services (custom
manufacture); provision of information and advice in
relation to the foregoing services.

581. Date of notification by the International Bureau to
the designated Contracting Parties
22.08.2019

822. Basic registration
United Kingdom, 04.03.2016

1485240

822. Basic registration
United Kingdom, 08.04.2016

151. Date of the registration
02.07.2019
33
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180. Expected expiration date of the registration/renewal
02.07.2029

822. Basic registration
US (United States of America), 13.02.2018, 5402689.

732. Name and address of the holder of the registration
Onu Technology, Inc.
7280 Blue Hill Drive, Suite 10
San Jose CA 95129 (US (United States of America))

821. Basic application
US (United States of America), 11.06.2019, 88467900.
300. Data relating to priority under the Paris Convention
and other data relating to registration of the mark in the
country of origin
US (United States of America), 11.06.2019, 88467900.
priority limited to: class 36

812. Contracting State or Contracting Organization in the
territory of which the holder has a real and effective
industrial or commercial establishment
US (United States of America)

270. Language(s) of the application
English

842. Legal nature of the holder (legal entity) and State,
and, where applicable, territory within that State where
the legal entity is organized
Corporation, Delaware, United States

581. Date of notification by the International Bureau to
the designated Contracting Parties
29.08.2019

740. Name and address of the representative
Julia Spoor Gard
Barnes & Thornburg LLP
11 South Meridian Street
Indianapolis IN 46204 (US (United States of America))

1484999
151. Date of the registration
08.03.2019
180. Expected expiration date of the registration/renewal
08.03.2029
732. Name and address of the holder of the registration
HUAWEI TECHNOLOGIES CO., LTD.
HUAWEI ADMINISTRATION BUILDING,
BANTIAN, LONGGANG DISTRICT,
SHENZHEN
518129 GUANGDONG (CN (China))

541. Reproduction of the mark where the mark is
represented in standard characters
511. The International Classification of Goods and
Services for the Purposes of the Registration of Marks
(Nice Classification) and the list of goods and services
classified according thereto
NCL (11-2018)

812. Contracting State or Contracting Organization in the
territory of which the holder has a real and effective
industrial or commercial establishment
CN (China)

9 Computer software platforms for artificial intelligence
and data analysis; downloadable cloud computing
software for artificial intelligence and data analysis.

842. Legal nature of the holder (legal entity) and State,
and, where applicable, territory within that State where
the legal entity is organized
Corporation, CHINA

36 Cryptocurrency services, namely, providing a digital
currency or digital token for use via a global computer
network; cryptocurrency services, namely, a digital
currency or digital token, incorporating cryptographic
protocols, used to operate and build applications and
blockchains on a decentralized computer platform and as
a method of payment for goods and services; financial
services, namely, providing information on currencies,
cryptocurrencies, and opportunities for buying or selling
goods or services; banking services.

740. Name and address of the representative
CHANG TSI & PARTNERS
ROOM 701, FLOOR 7, BUILDING 17,
BEI ZHAN BEI JIE STREET,
XICHENG DISTRICT
100044 BEIJING (CN (China))

511. The International Classification of Goods and
Services for the Purposes of the Registration of Marks
(Nice Classification) and the list of goods and services
classified according thereto
NCL (11-2018)

42 Cloud computing services featuring software for use
for artificial intelligence and data analysis.
821. Basic application
US (United States of America), 21.10.2016, 87211609.
34
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Electric steam mops; vacuum cleaners for household
purposes; cordless vacuum cleaners; electric
cordless sweepers; rechargeable sweepers; electric
juicers; machines for making noodles; electric fruit
presses for household purposes; dishwashers for
household purposes; coffee grinders, other than
hand-operated; mixing machines; kitchen machines,
electric; whisks, electric, for household purposes;
household soybean milk machine; electric coffee
grinders; machines and apparatus for cleaning,
electric; vacuum cleaner bags; steam mops; electric
window cleaners; filters [parts of machines or
engines]; curtain drawing devices, electrically
operated.
Razors, electric or non-electric; nail files, electric;
eyelash curlers; electric irons for styling hair; laser
hair removal apparatus, other than for medical
purposes; electric fingernail polishers; cuticle
pushers; electric ear hair trimmers; electric pedicure
sets; electric nasal hair trimmers.

20

Shoe cabinets; cupboards; desks; furniture;
wardrobes; pillows; magnetic pillows; curtain rails;
curtain rods; curtain rollers.

21

Containers for household or kitchen use; cups;
vacuum flasks; cooking pot sets; mills for domestic
purposes, hand-operated; daily use glassware
(including cups, plates, pots, crocks); drinking
vessels; drinking bottles for sports; tea services
[tableware]; drinking glasses; toothbrushes, electric;
replacement heads for electric toothbrushes;
thermally insulated containers for food; heatinsulated containers for beverages; insulating flasks;
vacuum bottles; refrigerating bottles; vessels of
metal for making ices and iced drinks; portable cool
boxes, non-electric; shaker bottles sold empty;
clothes drying hangers; dustbins for household
purposes; electric combs; hair brushes; combs,
electric.

28 Smart toys; toy robots; toy cars.

11 Light bulbs; electric lamps; book lights; LED
luminaires; desk lamps; night lights; ceiling lights;
air fryers; bakers' ovens; cooking utensils, electric;
cookers; gas burners; hot plates; kitchen ranges
[ovens]; pressure cookers, electric; coffee machines,
electric; deep fryers, electric; kettles, electric;
microwave ovens [cooking apparatus]; induction
cookers; electric rice cookers; electric egg boilers;
induction cookers, for household purposes; electric
stew pot; absorber for refrigerators; refrigerators;
cosmetic refrigerators; air purifiers; electric fans for
personal
use;
fans
[air-conditioning];
air
conditioning apparatus; extractor hoods for kitchens;
laundry driers, electric; air humidifying apparatus;
electric hair dryers; USB-powered humidifiers for
household use; humidifiers for household use; air
purifiers for household purposes; dehumidifiers for
household purposes; water closets; toilet bowls;
toilet seats; solar thermal collectors [heating]; steam
facial apparatus [saunas]; solar water heaters; bath
heater; water heater for washing (gas or electric
heating); electric water purifiers for household
purposes; disinfectant apparatus; water purification
installations; water softening apparatus and
installations; water dispensers; faucet filters for
household purposes; electric bath-water purifying
apparatus for household purposes; shoe sterilizers
for household purposes; ultrasonic sterilizers for
household purposes.
12
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821. Basic application
CN (China), 26.02.2019, 36505421.
821. Basic application
CN (China), 26.02.2019, 36505434.
821. Basic application
CN (China), 26.02.2019, 36506964.
821. Basic application
CN (China), 26.02.2019, 36527414.
821. Basic application
CN (China), 26.02.2019, 36539168.
821. Basic application
CN (China), 26.02.2019, 36500228.
821. Basic application
CN (China), 26.02.2019, 36494140.
300. Data relating to priority under the Paris Convention
and other data relating to registration of the mark in the
country of origin
CN (China), 26.02.2019, 36494140.
priority limited to: class 28
300. Data relating to priority under the Paris Convention
and other data relating to registration of the mark in the
country of origin
CN (China), 26.02.2019, 36500228.
priority limited to: class 21

Electric cars; self-balancing scooters; self-balancing
one-wheeled electric scooters; self-balancing twowheeled electric scooters; bicycles; push scooters
[vehicles]; strollers; anti-theft alarms for vehicles;
seat covers for vehicles; upholstery for vehicles;
safety seats for children, for vehicles.

300. Data relating to priority under the Paris Convention
and other data relating to registration of the mark in the
country of origin
CN (China), 26.02.2019, 36505421.
priority limited to: class 07
35
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300. Data relating to priority under the Paris Convention
and other data relating to registration of the mark in the
country of origin
CN (China), 26.02.2019, 36505434.
priority limited to: class 08

10 Defibrillator monitors; defibrillators.

300. Data relating to priority under the Paris Convention
and other data relating to registration of the mark in the
country of origin
CN (China), 26.02.2019, 36506964.
priority limited to: class 11

822. Basic registration
Australia, 10.05.2015, 1692698

300. Data relating to priority under the Paris Convention
and other data relating to registration of the mark in the
country of origin
CN (China), 26.02.2019, 36527414.
priority limited to: class 12

270. Language(s) of the application
English

821. Basic application
Australia, 10.05.2015, 1692698

891. Date of subsequent designation
12.08.2019

581 .Date of notification by the International Bureau to
the designated Contracting Parties
29.08.2019

300. Data relating to priority under the Paris Convention
and other data relating to registration of the mark in the
country of origin
CN (China), 26.02.2019, 36539168.
priority limited to: class 20

1485361
151. Date of the registration
08.03.2019

270. Language(s) of the application
English

180. Expected expiration date of the registration/renewal
08.03.2029

581. Date of notification by the International Bureau to
the designated Contracting Parties
29.08.2019

732. Name and address of the holder of the registration
HUAWEI TECHNOLOGIES CO., LTD.
HUAWEI ADMINISTRATION BUILDING,
BANTIAN, LONGGANG DISTRICT,
SHENZHEN
518129 GUANGDONG (CN (China))

1366649
732. Name and address of the holder of the registration
CellAED Life Saver Pty Ltd
L5,
552 Lonsdale St
MELBOURNE VIC 3000 (AU (Australia))

812. Contracting State or Contracting Organization in the
territory of which the holder has a real and effective
industrial or commercial establishment

812. Contracting State or Contracting Organization in the
territory of which the holder has a real and effective
industrial or commercial establishment
AU (Australia)

842. Legal nature of the holder (legal entity) and State,
and, where applicable, territory within that State where
the legal entity is organized
Corporation, CHINA

842. Legal nature of the holder (legal entity) and State,
and, where applicable, territory within that State where
the legal entity is organized
Australian proprietary company, limited by shares

740. Name and address of the representative
CHANG TSI & PARTNERS
ROOM 701, FLOOR 7, BUILDING 17,
BEI ZHAN BEI JIE STREET,
XICHENG DISTRICT
100044 BEIJING (CN (China))

740. Name and address of the representative
Actuate IP
PO Box 12037,
A'Beckett Street
Melbourne VIC 8006 (AU (Australia))
CellAED

511. The International Classification of Goods and
Services for the Purposes of the Registration of Marks
(Nice Classification) and the list of goods and services
classified according thereto
NCL (11-2018)

511. The International Classification of Goods and
Services for the Purposes of the Registration of Marks
(Nice Classification) and the list of goods and services
classified according thereto
NCL (11-2018)
36
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Electric steam mops; vacuum cleaners for household
purposes; cordless vacuum cleaners; electric
cordless sweepers; rechargeable sweepers; electric
juicers; machines for making noodles; electric fruit
presses for household purposes; dishwashers for
household purposes; coffee grinders, other than
hand-operated; mixing machines; kitchen machines,
electric; whisks, electric, for household purposes;
household soybean milk machine; electric coffee
grinders; machines and apparatus for cleaning,
electric; vacuum cleaner bags; steam mops; electric
window cleaners; filters [parts of machines or
engines]; curtain drawing devices, electrically
operated.

8

Razors, electric or non-electric; nail files, electric;
eyelash curlers; electric irons for styling hair; laser
hair removal apparatus, other than for medical
purposes; electric fingernail polishers; cuticle
pushers; electric ear hair trimmers; electric pedicure
sets; electric nasal hair trimmers.

11

Light bulbs; electric lamps; book lights; LED
luminaires; desk lamps; night lights; ceiling lights;
air fryers; bakers' ovens; cooking utensils, electric;
cookers; gas burners; hot plates; kitchen ranges
[ovens]; pressure cookers, electric; coffee machines,
electric; deep fryers, electric; kettles, electric;
microwave ovens [cooking apparatus]; induction
cookers; electric rice cookers; electric egg boilers;
induction cookers, for household purposes; electric
stew pot; absorber for refrigerators; refrigerators;
cosmetic refrigerators; air purifiers; electric fans for
personal
use;
fans
[air-conditioning];
air
conditioning apparatus; extractor hoods for kitchens;
laundry driers, electric; air humidifying apparatus;
electric hair dryers; USB-powered humidifiers for
household use; humidifiers for household use; air
purifiers for household purposes; dehumidifiers for
household purposes; water closets; toilet bowls;
toilet seats; solar thermal collectors [heating]; steam
facial apparatus [saunas]; solar water heaters; bath
heater; water heater for washing (gas or electric
heating); electric water purifiers for household
purposes; disinfectant apparatus; water purification
installations; water softening apparatus and
installations; water dispensers; faucet filters for
household purposes; electric bath-water purifying
apparatus for household purposes; shoe sterilizers
for household purposes; ultrasonic sterilizers for
household purposes.

12
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seat covers for vehicles; upholstery for vehicles;
safety seats for children, for vehicles.
20

Shoe cabinets; cupboards; desks; furniture;
wardrobes; pillows; magnetic pillows; curtain rails;
curtain rods; curtain rollers.

21

Containers for household or kitchen use; cups;
vacuum flasks; cooking pot sets; mills for domestic
purposes, hand-operated; daily use glassware
(including cups, plates, pots, crocks); drinking
vessels; drinking bottles for sports; tea services
[tableware]; drinking glasses; toothbrushes, electric;
replacement heads for electric toothbrushes;
thermally insulated containers for food; heatinsulated containers for beverages; insulating flasks;
vacuum bottles; refrigerating bottles; vessels of
metal for making ices and iced drinks; portable cool
boxes, non-electric; shaker bottles sold empty;
clothes drying hangers; dustbins for household
purposes; electric combs; hair brushes; combs,
electric.

28 Smart toys; toy robots; toy cars.
821. Basic application
CN (China), 26.02.2019, 36494008.
821. Basic application
CN (China), 26.02.2019, 36505437.
821. Basic application
CN (China), 26.02.2019, 36500463.
821. Basic application
CN (China), 26.02.2019, 36497993.
821. Basic application
CN (China), 26.02.2019, 36500201.
821. Basic application
CN (China), 26.02.2019, 36499426.
821. Basic application
CN (China), 26.02.2019, 36500244.
300. Data relating to priority under the Paris Convention
and other data relating to registration of the mark in the
country of origin
CN (China), 26.02.2019, 36494008.
priority limited to: class 07
300. Data relating to priority under the Paris Convention
and other data relating to registration of the mark in the
country of origin
CN (China), 26.02.2019, 36497993.
priority limited to: class 12

Electric cars; self-balancing scooters; self-balancing
one-wheeled electric scooters; self-balancing twowheeled electric scooters; bicycles; push scooters
[vehicles]; strollers; anti-theft alarms for vehicles;
37
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300. Data relating to priority under the Paris Convention
and other data relating to registration of the mark in the
country of origin
CN (China), 26.02.2019, 36499426.
priority limited to: class 21

September 9th, 2021

740. Name and address of the representative
Thomas R. La Perle
Apple Inc.
One Apple Park Way,
MS: 169-3IPL
Cupertino CA 95014 (US (United States of America))

300. Data relating to priority under the Paris Convention
and other data relating to registration of the mark in the
country of origin
CN (China), 26.02.2019, 36500201.
priority limited to: class 20

541. Reproduction of the mark where the mark is
represented in standard characters

300. Data relating to priority under the Paris Convention
and other data relating to registration of the mark in the
country of origin
CN (China), 26.02.2019, 36500244.
priority limited to: class 28

526. Disclaimer
TV
511. The International Classification of Goods and
Services for the Purposes of the Registration of Marks
(Nice Classification) and the list of goods and services
classified according thereto
NCL (11-2018)

300. Data relating to priority under the Paris Convention
and other data relating to registration of the mark in the
country of origin
CN (China), 26.02.2019, 36500463.
priority limited to: class 11

38

Telecommunications; broadcasting, transmission,
and streaming of voice, data, images, audio, video,
multimedia,
television,
by
means
of
telecommunications networks, computer networks,
the Internet, satellite, wireless communications
networks, television, and cable; subscription and
pay-per-view broadcasting, transmission, and
streaming services by means of telecommunications
networks, computer networks, the Internet, satellite,
wireless communications networks, television, and
cable; video-on-demand transmission services;
providing access to telecommunications networks,
computer networks, the Internet, satellite
communications,
wireless
communications
networks, and cable; providing access to websites,
databases, electronic bulletin boards, on-line forums,
directories, music, and video and audio programs;
communication by computer; information, advisory
and consultancy services relating to all the aforesaid;
providing access to interactive websites and
computer applications for the posting and sharing of
reviews, survey, and ratings relating to educational
programs, entertainment, motion pictures, theatre,
arts and cultural events, concerts, live performances,
competitions,
fairs,
festivals,
exhibitions,
expositions, and sporting events; providing access to
a website for the uploading, storing, sharing,
viewing and posting of images, audio, videos, online
journals, blogs, podcasts, and multimedia content.

41

Development, production, distribution, rental, and
presentation of television programs, motion pictures,
and multimedia entertainment content; providing
ongoing television, audio, video, and webcast non-

300. Data relating to priority under the Paris Convention
and other data relating to registration of the mark in the
country of origin
CN (China), 26.02.2019, 36505437.
priority limited to: class 08
270. Language(s) of the application
English
581. Date of notification by the International Bureau to
the designated Contracting Parties
05.09.2019
1485790
151. Date of the registration
24.03.2019
180. Expected expiration date of the registration/renewal
24.03.2029
732. Name and address of the holder of the registration
Apple Inc.
One Apple Park Way
Cupertino CA 95014 (US (United States of America))
811. Contracting State of which the holder is a national
US (United States of America)
842. Legal nature of the holder (legal entity) and State,
and, where applicable, territory within that State where
the legal entity is organized
CORPORATION, California, United States
38
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downloadable programs; providing entertainment,
sports, animation, music, informational, news,
reality, documentary, current events, and arts and
culture programming via websites by means of
telecommunications networks, computer networks,
the Internet, satellite, wireless communications
networks, television, and cable television; providing
non-downloadable entertainment, sports, animation,
music, informational, news, reality, documentary,
current events, and arts and culture programming;
providing interactive guides for searching, selecting,
recording, and archiving television programs,
motion pictures, and multimedia entertainment
content; providing entertainment, sports, animation,
music, informational, news, reality, documentary,
current events, and arts and culture programming via
websites and computer applications; providing
information in the field of entertainment, sports,
music, news, documentaries, current events, and arts
and culture via websites and computer applications;
entertainment information; providing information,
schedules,
reviews
and
personalized
recommendations
of
educational
programs,
entertainment, motion pictures, theatre, arts and
cultural events, concerts, live performances,
competitions,
fairs,
festivals,
exhibitions,
expositions, and sporting events; publication and
presentation of reviews, surveys, and ratings; news
reporting.

No. 63

programs, motion pictures, and multimedia entertainment
content; providing ongoing television, audio, video, and
webcast programs; providing entertainment, sports,
animation, music, informational, news, reality,
documentary, current events, and arts and culture
programming by means of telecommunications networks,
computer networks, the Internet, satellite, wireless
communications networks, television, and cable
television; providing non-downloadable entertainment,
sports, animation, music, informational, news, reality,
documentary, current events, and arts and culture
programming; providing interactive guides for searching,
selecting, recording, and archiving television programs,
motion pictures, and multimedia entertainment content;
providing websites and computer applications featuring
entertainment, sports, animation, music, informational,
news, reality, documentary, current events, and arts and
culture programming; providing websites and computer
applications featuring information in the field of
entertainment, sports, music, news, documentaries,
current events, and arts and culture; entertainment
information; providing information, schedules, reviews
and personalized recommendations of educational
programs, entertainment, motion pictures, theatre, arts and
cultural events, concerts, live performances, competitions,
fairs, festivals, exhibitions, expositions, and sporting
events; publication and presentation of reviews, surveys,
and ratings, and providing interactive websites and
computer applications for the posting and sharing of
reviews, survey, and ratings relating to educational
programs, entertainment, motion pictures, theatre, arts and
cultural events, concerts, live performances, competitions,
fairs, festivals, exhibitions, expositions, and sporting
events; providing a website for the uploading, storing,
sharing, viewing and posting of images, audio, videos,
online journals, blogs, podcasts, and multimedia content;
news reporting

821. Basic application
300. Data relating to priority under the Paris Convention
and other data relating to registration of the mark in the
country of origin
JM (Jamaica), 20.02.2019, 76969.
priority
limited
to: class 38 Telecommunications;
broadcasting, transmission, and streaming of voice, data,
images, audio, video, multimedia, television, by means of
telecommunications networks, computer networks, the
Internet, satellite, wireless communications networks,
television, and cable; subscription and pay-per-view
broadcasting, transmission, and streaming services by
means of telecommunications networks, computer
networks, the Internet, satellite, wireless communications
networks, television, and cable; video-on-demand
transmission
services;
providing
access
to
telecommunications networks, computer networks, the
Internet,
satellite
communications,
wireless
communications networks, and cable; providing access to
websites, databases, electronic bulletin boards, on-line
forums, directories, music, and video and audio programs;
communication by computer; information, advisory and
consultancy services relating to all the aforesaid

270. Language(s) of the application
English
581. Date of notification by the International Bureau to
the designated Contracting Parties
05.09.2019
1485791
151. Date of the registration
24.03.2019
180. Expected expiration date of the registration/renewal
24.03.2029
732. Name and address of the holder of the registration
Apple Inc.
One Apple Park Way
Cupertino CA 95014 (US (United States of America))

Priority limited to: class 41 development, production,
distribution, rental, and presentation of television
39
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811. Contracting State of which the holder is a national
US (United States of America)

and consultancy services relating to all the aforesaid;
providing access to interactive websites and
computer applications for the posting and sharing of
reviews, survey, and ratings relating to educational
programs, entertainment, motion pictures, theatre,
arts and cultural events, concerts, live performances,
competitions,
fairs,
festivals,
exhibitions,
expositions, and sporting events; providing access to
websites for the uploading, storing, sharing, viewing
and posting of images, audio, videos, online
journals, blogs, podcasts, and multimedia content.

842. Legal nature of the holder (legal entity) and State,
and, where applicable, territory within that State where
the legal entity is organized
CORPORATION, California, United States
740. Name and address of the representative
Thomas R. La Perle
Apple Inc.
One Apple Park Way,
MS: 169-3IPL
Cupertino CA 95014 (US (United States of America))
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531. International Classification of the Figurative
Elements of Marks (Vienna Classification)
VCL (7)
05.07.
571. Description of mark
The mark consists of a design of an apple with a bite
removed and the word "tv".
526. Disclaimer
tv
511. The International Classification of Goods and
Services for the Purposes of the Registration of Marks
(Nice Classification) and the list of goods and services
classified according thereto
NCL (11-2018)
38
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Telecommunications; broadcasting, transmission,
and streaming of voice, data, images, audio, video,
multimedia,
television,
by
means
of
telecommunications networks, computer networks,
the Internet, satellite, wireless communications
networks, television, and cable; subscription and
pay-per-view broadcasting, transmission, and
streaming services by means of telecommunications
networks, computer networks, the Internet, satellite,
wireless communications networks, television, and
cable; video-on-demand transmission services;
providing access to telecommunications networks,
computer networks, the Internet, satellite
communications,
wireless
communications
networks, and cable; providing access to websites,
databases, electronic bulletin boards, on-line forums,
directories, music, and video and audio programs;
communication by computer; information, advisory

Development, production, distribution, rental, and
presentation of television programs, motion pictures,
and multimedia entertainment content; providing
ongoing television, audio, video, and webcast nondownloadable programs; providing entertainment,
sports, animation, music, informational, news,
reality, documentary, current events, and arts and
culture
programming
by
means
of
telecommunications networks, computer networks,
the Internet, satellite, wireless communications
networks, television, and cable television; providing
non-downloadable entertainment, sports, animation,
music, informational, news, reality, documentary,
current events, and arts and culture programming;
providing interactive guides for searching, selecting,
recording, and archiving television programs,
motion pictures, and multimedia entertainment
content; providing entertainment, sports, animation,
music, informational, news, reality, documentary,
current events, and arts and culture programming via
websites and computer applications; providing
information in the field of entertainment, sports,
music, news, documentaries, current events, and arts
and culture via websites and computer applications;
entertainment information; providing information,
schedules,
reviews
and
personalized
recommendations
of
educational
programs,
entertainment, motion pictures, theatre, arts and
cultural events, concerts, live performances,
competitions,
fairs,
festivals,
exhibitions,
expositions, and sporting events; publication and
presentation of reviews, surveys, and ratings; news
reporting.

821. Basic application
US (United States of America), 24.03.2019, 88353834.
300. Data relating to priority under the Paris Convention
and other data relating to registration of the mark in the
country of origin
JM (Jamaica), 20.02.2019,76968.
priority
limited
to: class 38 Telecommunications;
broadcasting, transmission, and streaming of voice, data,
images, audio, video, multimedia, television, by means of
40
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telecommunications networks, computer networks, the
Internet, satellite, wireless communications networks,
television, and cable; subscription and pay-per-view
broadcasting, transmission, and streaming services by
means of telecommunications networks, computer
networks, the Internet, satellite, wireless communications
networks, television, and cable; video-on-demand
transmission
services;
providing
access
to
telecommunications networks, computer networks, the
Internet,
satellite
communications,
wireless
communications networks, and cable; providing access to
websites, databases, electronic bulletin boards, on-line
forums, directories, music, and video and audio programs;
communication by computer; information, advisory and
consultancy services relating to all the aforesaid
priority limited to: class 41 development, production,
distribution, rental, and presentation of television
programs, motion pictures, and multimedia entertainment
content; providing ongoing television, audio, video, and
webcast programs; providing entertainment, sports,
animation, music, informational, news, reality,
documentary, current events, and arts and culture
programming by means of telecommunications networks,
computer networks, the Internet, satellite, wireless
communications networks, television, and cable
television; providing non-downloadable entertainment,
sports, animation, music, informational, news, reality,
documentary, current events, and arts and culture
programming; providing interactive guides for searching,
selecting, recording, and archiving television programs,
motion pictures, and multimedia entertainment content;
providing websites and computer applications featuring
entertainment, sports, animation, music, informational,
news, reality, documentary, current events, and arts and
culture programming; providing websites and computer
applications featuring information in the field of
entertainment, sports, music, news, documentaries,
current events, and arts and culture; entertainment
information; providing information, schedules, reviews
and personalized recommendations of educational
programs, entertainment, motion pictures, theatre, arts and
cultural events, concerts, live performances, competitions,
fairs, festivals, exhibitions, expositions, and sporting
events; publication and presentation of reviews, surveys,
and ratings, and providing interactive websites and
computer applications for the posting and sharing of
reviews, survey, and ratings relating to educational
programs, entertainment, motion pictures, theatre, arts and
cultural events, concerts, live performances, competitions,
fairs, festivals, exhibitions, expositions, and sporting
events; providing a website for the uploading, storing,
sharing, viewing and posting of images, audio, videos,
online journals, blogs, podcasts, and multimedia content;
news reporting
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151. Date of the registration
31.05.2019
180. Expected expiration date of the registration/renewal
31.05.2029
732. Name and address of the holder of the registration
HUAWEI TECHNOLOGIES CO., LTD.
ADMINISTRATION BUILDING
HUAWEI TECHNOLOGIES CO., LTD.,
BANTIAN, LONGGANG DISTRICT
518129 SHENZHEN (CN (China))
812. Contracting State or Contracting Organization in the
territory of which the holder has a real and effective
industrial or commercial establishment
CN (China)
842. Legal nature of the holder (legal entity) and State,
and, where applicable, territory within that State where
the legal entity is organized
Limited Company, CHINA
740. Name and address of the representative
NTD PATENT & TRADEMARK AGENCY LTD.
11TH FLOOR, TOWER C,
BEIJING GLOBAL TRADE CENTER,
36 NORTH THIRD RING ROAD EAST,
DONGCHENG DISTRICT
BEIJING 100013 (CN (China))

550. Indication relating to the nature or kind of mark
The words contained in the mark have no meaning
511. The International Classification of Goods and
Services for the Purposes of the Registration of Marks
(Nice Classification) and the list of goods and services
classified according thereto
NCL (11-2018)
9

270. Language(s) of the application
English
581. Date of notification by the International Bureau to
the designated Contracting Parties
05.09.2019
1485870
41

Downloadable mobile phone software applications;
computer programs, recorded; smartglasses;
smartwatches; smartphones; wearable activity
trackers; tablet computers; notebook computers;
downloadable music files; downloadable image
files; electronic sheet music, downloadable;
interactive touch screen terminals; smart rings;
fingerprint identifier; human face recognition
devices; electric and electronic effects units for
musical instruments; audio interfaces; equalizers
(audio apparatus); subwoofers; virtual reality
headsets; audio mixers; earphones; computer
programs for editing images, sound and videos;
software for processing images, graphs and words;
software for music composition; computer software
for processing digital music files; central processing
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9 Downloadable computer software to maintain and
operate computer system; downloadable computer
operating software; downloadable computer software
development tools.

units (processors) for processing information, data,
sound and images; software for controlling and
improving sound quality of audio apparatus;
computer software for operating and controlling
audio and video apparatus; vibration absorber for
electronic audio apparatus; digital sound processors.

821. Basic application
US (United States of America), 06.06.2019, 88463223.

822. Basic registration
CN (China), 14.02.2018, 22588839.

300. Data relating to priority under the Paris Convention
and other data relating to registration of the mark in the
country of origin
LI (Liechtenstein), 01.05.2019, 2019327.

270. Language(s) of the application
English

priority limited to: class 09 Downloadable computer
software to maintain and operate computer system;
Downloadable
computer
operating
software;
Downloadable computer software development tools

581. Date of notification by the International Bureau to
the designated Contracting Parties
05.09.2019
1486193

832. Designation(s) under the Madrid Protocol

151. Date of the registration
07.07.2019

270. Language(s) of the application
English

180. Expected expiration date of the registration/renewal
07.07.2029

581. Date of notification by the International Bureau to
the designated Contracting Parties
12.09.2019

732. Name and address of the holder of the registration
Apple Inc.
One Apple Park Way
Cupertino CA 95014 (US (United States of America))

1486743
151. Date of the registration
24.04.2019

811. Contracting State of which the holder is a national
US (United States of America)

180. Expected expiration date of the registration/renewal
24.04.2029

842. Legal nature of the holder (legal entity) and State,
and, where applicable, territory within that State where
the legal entity is organized
CORPORATION, California, United States

732. Name and address of the holder of the registration
Apple Inc.
One Apple Park Way
Cupertino CA 95014 (US (United States of America))

740. Name and address of the representative
Thomas R. La Perle
Apple Inc.
One Apple Park Way,
MS 169-3IPL
Cupertino CA 95014 (US (United States of America))

811. Contracting State of which the holder is a national
US (United States of America)
842. Legal nature of the holder (legal entity) and State,
and, where applicable, territory within that State where
the legal entity is organized
Corporation, California, United States

531. International Classification of the Figurative
Elements of Marks (Vienna Classification)
VCL (7)
27.05.

740. Name and address of the representative
Thomas R. La Perle
Apple Inc.
One Apple Park Way,
MS: 169-3IPL
Cupertino CA 95014 (US (United States of America))

571. Description of mark
The mark consists of the word iPadOS with the letter "i"
in lower case, the letter "P" in upper case, the letters "ad"
in lower case, and the letters "OS" in upper case.
511. The International Classification of Goods and
Services for the Purposes of the Registration of Marks
(Nice Classification) and the list of goods and services
classified according thereto
NCL (11-2018)
42
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531. International Classification of the Figurative
Elements of Marks (Vienna Classification)
VCL (7)
05.07; 26.04; 29.01.

music, informational, news, reality, documentary,
current events, and arts and culture programming via
websites and computer applications; providing
information in the field of entertainment, sports,
music, news, documentaries, current events, and arts
and culture via websites and computer applications;
providing information, schedules, reviews and
personalized recommendations of educational
programs, entertainment, motion pictures, theatre,
arts and cultural events, concerts, live performances,
competitions,
fairs,
festivals,
exhibitions,
expositions, and sporting events; publication and
presentation of reviews, surveys, and ratings; news
reporting.

591. Information concerning colors claimed
The color(s) black, blue and green is/are claimed as a
feature of the mark.The mark consists of a black square
with rounded corners containing a design of an apple with
a bite removed and the word "tv", both design and word
in shades of green and blue.
571. Description of mark
The mark consists of a black square with rounded corners
containing a design of an apple with a bite removed and
the word "tv", both design and word in shades of green
and blue.

821. Basic application
US (United States of America), 24.03.2019, 88353795.

526. Disclaimer
"TV"

300. Data relating to priority under the Paris Convention
and other data relating to registration of the mark in the
country of origin
US (United States of America), 24.03.2019, 88353795.

511. The International Classification of Goods and
Services for the Purposes of the Registration of Marks
(Nice Classification) and the list of goods and services
classified according thereto
NCL (11-2018)
38
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270. Language(s) of the application
English
581. Date of notification by the International Bureau to
the designated Contracting Parties
12.09.2019

Providing access to interactive websites and
computer applications for the posting and sharing of
reviews, survey, and ratings relating to educational
programs, entertainment, motion pictures, theatre,
arts and cultural events, concerts, live performances,
competitions,
fairs,
festivals,
exhibitions,
expositions, and sporting events; providing access to
interactive websites for the uploading, storing,
sharing, viewing and posting of images, audio,
videos, online journals, blogs, podcasts, and
multimedia content.

1486906
151. Date of the registration
11.04.2019
180. Expected expiration date of the registration/renewal
11.04.2029
732. Name and address of the holder of the registration
KABUSHIKI KAISHA KOBE SEIKO SHO
trading also as KOBE STEEL, LTD.
2-4, Wakinohama-Kaigandori 2-chome,
Chuo-ku, Kobe-shi
Hyogo 651-8585 (JP (Japan))

Development, production, distribution, rental, and
presentation of television programs, motion pictures,
and multimedia entertainment content; providing
ongoing non-downloadable television, audio, video,
and webcast programs; providing entertainment,
sports, animation, music, informational, news,
reality, documentary, current events, and arts and
culture
programming
by
means
of
telecommunications networks, computer networks,
the Internet, satellite, wireless communications
networks, television, and cable television; providing
non-downloadable entertainment, sports, animation,
music, informational, news, reality, documentary,
current events, and arts and culture programming;
providing interactive guides for searching, selecting,
recording, and archiving television programs,
motion pictures, and multimedia entertainment
content; providing entertainment, sports, animation,

811. Contracting State of which the holder is a national
JP (Japan)
842. Legal nature of the holder (legal entity) and State,
and, where applicable, territory within that State where
the legal entity is organized
Corporation, Japan
740. Name and address of the representative
UENOYAMA Megumi
c/o YUASA AND HARA,
Section 206, New-Ohtemachi Bldg.,
2-1, Ohtemachi 2-chome,
Chiyoda-ku
Tokyo 100-0004 (JP (Japan))
43
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veterinary use; ion exchangers [chemicals]; alkalies;
argon; ammonia water; calcium carbide; citric acid
for industrial purposes; chlorofluorocarbons; sodium
silicate; oxalic acid; caustic soda for industrial
purposes; sodium carbonate; sodium thiosulfate; dry
ice [carbon dioxide]; sodium; helium; methanol;
phosphoric acid; calcium chloride; hydrochloric
acid; metallic oxides; industrial salts; acids; sodium
hypochlorite; sodium bisulphite; nitric acid; acetic
acid; calcium hydroxide; hydrogen; nitrogen; carbon
dioxide; urea for industrial use; non-metallic oxides;
acetic anhydride; sulfuric acid; adhesives for
industrial purposes; soil amendments; soil
conditioners for agricultural purposes; fertilizers;
slag [fertilizers]; gypsum for use as a fertilizer;
ceramic glazings; glaziers' putty; detergents for
industrial use; detergents for use in manufacturing
processes; fluids for hydraulic circuits; transmission
fluid; fatty acids for industrial purposes; alloys of
rare earth metals; bentonite; graphite for industrial
purposes; chemical compositions for developing
photographs; reagent paper, other than for medical
or veterinary purposes; artificial sweeteners
[chemical preparations]; colostrum for the food
industry; bacteria for use in food manufacture; flour
for industrial purposes; bacteria for waste water
treatment; unprocessed plastics for industrial
purposes; dissolving pulp; ceramic matrix composite
[CMC] materials for use in manufacture; hydraulic
oils.

531. International Classification of the Figurative
Elements of Marks (Vienna Classification)
VCL (7)
27.05.
550. Indication relating to the nature or kind of mark
The words contained in the mark have no meaning
511. The International Classification of Goods and
Services for the Purposes of the Registration of Marks
(Nice Classification) and the list of goods and services
classified according thereto
NCL (11-2018)
1
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Chemicals used in industry, science and
photography; coolants; chemical condensation
preparations; refrigerants; cryogenic preparations;
carburizing agents; carbon for filters; activated
carbon; purification preparations; chemicals for use
in the treatment of water; anti-corrosion chemicals;
chemicals for use in the decontamination of polluted
sites; filtering materials [chemical preparations];
filtering materials [mineral substances]; filtering
materials [vegetable substances]; filtering materials
[unprocessed plastics]; ceramic materials in
particulate form, for use as filtering media; catalysts;
catalytic agents; flocculants; reducing agents for use
in chemical processes; chemical sorbents; mineral
sorbents; chemicals for absorbing oxygen; surfaceactive chemical agents; chemical preparations for
repelling stains; descaling preparations, other than
for household purposes; chemical preparations for
preventing scale formation; bacterial preparations,
other than for medical and veterinary use; chemical
preparations for stabilizing soil; chemicals for
welding; metal welding flux; descaling preparations
for industrial purposes; hydraulic fluids; defoaming
agents; anti-freezing preparations; heat transfer
fluids for industrial use; metal plating chemical
compositions; diagnostic preparations, other than for
medical or veterinary purposes; exothermic agents;
waterproofing chemical compositions; fuel for
nuclear reactors; chemical reagents, other than for
medical or veterinary purposes; assays for research
purposes; putties and other paste fillers; bicarbonate
of soda for chemical purposes; hydrogen peroxide
for industrial purposes; oxygen for industrial
purposes; carbon for industrial purposes; solidified
gases for industrial purposes; propellant gases for
aerosols; protective gases for welding; acetylene for
industrial purposes; refrigerant gas for use in
industrial cooling systems; preparations of
microorganisms, other than for medical and
44

4

Lubricants; oils for paints; grease for shoes; leather
preserving oil and grease; fuel; solid fuels; coke;
coal; liquid fuels; gaseous fuels; propane; liquefied
petroleum gas; combustible oil; kerosene; industrial
oils and greases; engine oils; gear oils; non-mineral
oils for industrial purposes; industrial wax; lamp
wicks; candles.

6

Iron and steel; stainless steel; alloyed iron; steel
alloys; pig iron; steel in the form of sheets, plates,
foils and reels; steel in sheet, rod, bar or billet form;
steel plates and sheets; galvanized steel sheets; steel
strip; steel rods; steel rails; steel wire; steel pipes and
tubes; tubes of stainless steel; pelletized iron; steel
balls; billets of metal; iron slabs; cast steel; steel
forgings; angle irons of metal; iron or steel scraps;
common metals and their alloys; strips of metal;
soundproofing, noise damping and/or vibration
damping metal panels and shapes; ingots of common
metal; slabs of metal, including those made from
alloy steel and titanium; sheets and plates of metal;
common metals in foil form [semi-wrought]; metal
pipes and fittings therefor; pipework of metal,
including those made from alloy steel and titanium;
tubing and tubing couplings of metal for joining and
terminating pipes; non-electrical cables and wires of
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common metal; prestressing steel in the form of
wires and strands for manufacturing prestressed
concrete; non-electric single-strand wire; nonelectric multi-strand wire; metal in powdered form;
metal castings; rods of metal for brazing and
welding, including those made from alloy steel and
titanium; welding wire; sputtering targets of metal;
aluminium and its alloys; castings, foils, powder,
and rolled, drawn or extruded semi-finished articles
of aluminium or its alloys; copper alloys; copper,
unwrought or semi-wrought; copper wire, not
insulated; copper pipes; tubes of copper alloys;
castings, foils, powder, and rolled, drawn or
extruded semi-finished articles of copper or its
alloys; titanium and alloys thereof; nickel and its
alloys; magnesium and its alloys; zinc and its alloys;
ores of metal; metal materials for building and
construction; fittings of metal for building;
reinforcing materials of metal for building;
branching pipes of metal; ventilating ducts of metal;
metal expansion joints for piping and ducting; metal
pipe supports; fittings of metal for compressed air
lines; crash barriers of metal; barricades of metal;
rockslide retention wire nets; nozzles of metal;
anchor bolts; bars for metal railings; laths of metal;
gratings of metal; reinforcing materials, of metal, for
concrete; framework of metal for building; building
panels of metal; wall panels of metal; barbed wire;
shutters of metal; balustrades of metal; metal
suspended ceiling systems comprising panels;
ceiling supports of metal; posts of metal; beams of
metal; fence panels of metal; fences of metal; guard
barriers of metal; anchor plates; floor panels of
metal; duckboards of metal; scaffolding of metal;
pre-fabricated metal buildings; foundry molds of
metal; cable stretchers and cincture stretchers of
metal [clamp links]; loading and unloading pallets of
metal; containers of metal for the storage and
transportation of goods; artificial fish reefs of metal;
traps for wild animals; aviaries of metal; paint
spraying booths of metal; metal casting forms for
concrete; ice moulds of metal; bicycle parking
installations of metal; metal pulleys, springs and
valves [not including machine elements]; pulleys of
metal, other than for machines; springs [metal
hardware]; junctions of metal for pipes; cable
junction sleeves of metal; metal cotter pins;
industrial metal hoses; non-luminous and nonmechanical metal signs; metal storage tanks; gas
storage tanks of metal; wind vanes of metal; telpher
cables; anchors; anvils; metal hardware; bindings of
metal; bolts of metal; lock bolts; nuts of metal;
washers of metal; rivets, cramps and nails of metal;
clips of metal for cables and pipes; cable linkages of
metal, non-electric; cable clamps of metal; cable
thimbles of metal; grease nipples; metal locks and
keys therefor; wire rope; bands of metal for tying-up
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purposes; wire nets and gauzes; industrial packaging
containers of metal; storage containers of metal; bins
of metal; casks of metal; containers of metal for
chemicals, compressed gases and liquids; closures of
metal for containers; pot hooks of metal; bathtub
grab bars of metal; identity plates of metal; handheld flagpoles of metal; cattle chains; metal
stepladders and ladders; letter boxes of metal;
clothes hooks of metal; water tanks of metal for
household purposes; tool boxes of metal, empty;
towel dispensers of metal; joinery fittings of metal;
cask stands of metal; safes; works of art of nonprecious metal; outdoor blinds of metal; signboards
of metal; transportable greenhouses of metal for
household use; memorial plates of metal; grave
markers of non-precious metal; shoe pegs of metal;
ferrules of metal for canes and walking sticks; spurs;
metal karabiners; labels of metal; sculptures of
metal; composite panels of nonferrous metal;
metallic moulds for metal casting; detonation
chambers of metal for detonation of chemical and
conventional munitions.
7

45

Metalworking machines and tools, and their parts
and fittings; laminating machines for industrial use;
blades [parts of machines]; moulding machines and
parts and fittings therefor; tables for machines;
electric welding machines and parts and fittings
therefor; electric arc welding apparatus; electrodes
for welding machines; gas welding machines;
welding torches; apparatus for machining; machines
and apparatus for polishing [electric]; cutting
machines; cutting devices being parts of machines;
shearing machines for metalworking; cemented
carbide tips for use with machine tools; grinding
tools [parts of machines]; tool bits for metalworking
machines; dies for use with machine tools; drilling
bits [parts of machines]; blades for power saws;
rolling mills and parts and fittings therefor; rolling
mill cylinders; presses [machines for industrial
purposes] and parts and fittings therefor; isostatic
presses and their parts and fittings; mechanical
presses for metalworking; hydraulic presses for
metalworking; casting machines; continuous casting
machines; moulds [parts of machines]; vibrators
[machines] for industrial use; forging machines;
crushing machines; hand-held tools, other than handoperated; wire forming machines; wire extruding
machines; wire drawing machines; industrial robots
and parts and fittings therefor; robotic arms for
industrial
purposes;
wire-coiling
machines;
sandblasting machines; riveting machines; washing
apparatus; moulds and dies for metal-forming; press
dies for metal forming; forging moulds; mining
machines and apparatus; ore treating machines;
shredders [machines] for industrial use; sorting
machines for industry; construction machines and
apparatus and their parts and fittings; mechanical
spreaders; blades for earth moving machines;
buckets for earth moving machines; building
demolition machines and their parts and fittings;
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demolition machines for vehicles and their parts and
fittings; hydraulic pliers [parts of constructing
machines]; rubber tracks being parts of crawlers on
construction machines; excavators; excavating
machines; trench diggers; road rollers; road making
machines; loading and unloading machines and their
parts and fittings; rubber tracks being parts of
crawlers on loading-unloading machines and
apparatus; cranes; crawler cranes; mobile cranes;
wheel cranes; winches; reeling apparatus,
mechanical; hoists; conveyors [machines]; roller
conveyors; jacks [machines]; dredging machines;
handling apparatus for loading and unloading;
hoppers [mechanical discharging]; loaders [earth
moving machines]; earth compacting machines;
railroad constructing machines; waste material
conveying machines; automatic warehousing
systems and their parts and fittings; agitators;
agitators for circulating liquid media; mixing
machines; trawl winches; chemical processing
machines and apparatus, and their parts and fittings;
electromechanical machines for chemical industry;
filtering machines; filters [parts of machines or
engines]; membrane filters for use as parts of
machines; filter presses; absorbing machines for
chemical processing; sintering machines for
chemical processing; calcining machines for
chemical processing; granulating machines for
chemical processing; extracting machines for
chemical processing; reaction vessels being parts of
machines for chemical processing; oil refining
machines; condensing installations; centrifugal
machines; separating machines for chemical
processing; oil separators; water separators; cleaning
apparatus for chemical processing; machines and
apparatus for cleaning, electric; dust collecting
machines; dust separators; carburetters; chemical
fiber processing machines; chemical fiber spinning
machines; machines and apparatus for the textile
industry; filling machines; calenders; food
preparation machines, electromechanical, and their
parts and fittings; food processors, electric, and their
parts and fittings; blades for electric food processors;
timber harvesting machinery;
woodworking
machines; forestry machines and apparatus, and their
parts and fittings; papermaking machines; printing
machines and their parts and fittings; printing plates;
converters for steelworks and their parts and fittings;
sewing machines; agricultural machines; machines
for shredding horticultural waste; shoe making
machines; tobacco processing machines; glassworking machines and their parts and fittings;
glassware manufacturing machines and apparatus,
and their parts and fittings; painting machines and
their parts and fittings; packing machines; sealing
machines for industrial purposes; potters' wheels;
machines for processing plastics and their parts and
fittings; machines for extruding plastics; extrusion
molding machines; injection molding machines;
moulds being parts of machines for processing
plastics; compression moulding machines; machines
for manufacturing semi-conductors and their parts
and fittings; semi-conductor wafer processing
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machines and their parts and fittings; plasma etching
machines; semi-conductor substrates manufacturing
machines;
machines
and
apparatus
for
manufacturing rubber goods, and their parts and
fittings; rubber manufacturing machines; rubber
processing machines; rubber mixing machines;
rubber mixing rolls being parts of rubber mixing
machines; vulcanization apparatus; stone-working
machines; ceramic processing machines; nonelectric prime movers, not for land vehicles; parts of
non-electric prime movers; mechanical engine parts
for land vehicles; filters for motors and engines; fuel
filters; motors and engines, except for land vehicles;
aeronautical engines; cowlings [parts of machines];
turbines, other than for land vehicles; marine engines
and parts and fittings therefor; steam engine boilers;
fittings for engine boilers; cylinders for machines;
cylinder heads for engines; pistons [parts of
machines or engines]; piston rings; camshafts;
mufflers for motors and engines; exhausts for motors
and engines; catalytic converters; anti-pollution
devices for motors and engines; engine mounts,
other than for land vehicles; fans for motors and
engines; joints [parts of engines]; air cleaners [parts
of engines]; radiators [cooling] for motors and
engines; distributors for vehicle engines; gaskets for
internal combustion engines; nitrogen oxide traps for
exhaust systems being parts of internal combustion
engines; expansion tanks [parts of machines]; timing
belts for land vehicle engines; connecting rods for
machines, motors and engines; grease rings [parts of
machines]; windmills; pneumatic or hydraulic
machines and instruments, and their parts and
fittings; compressors [machines] and their parts and
fittings; axial flow compressors; centrifugal
compressors; electric compressors; air compressors;
pistons
for
compressors;
turbocompressors;
reciprocating compressors; rotary compressors;
compressors for refrigerators; compressors as parts
of machines, motors and engines; compressors for
air conditioners; pumps [machines] and their parts
and fittings; oil drain pumps; pumps [parts of
machines, engines or motors]; screw pumps;
reciprocating vacuum pumps; pneumatic waste oil
drainers; blowing machines; blowing machines for
the compression, exhaustion and transport of gases;
compressed air machines; automatic stamping
machines; dust removing installations for cleaning
purposes; vending machines; fuel dispensing pumps
for service stations; machines and their parts and
fittings for hydrogen fuel charging station; electric
washing machines; repairing or fixing machines and
apparatus; pneumatic grease guns; mechanical
parking systems; vehicle washing installations; food
mixing machines for commercial use and their parts
and fittings; vacuum cleaners; machine coupling and
transmission components, except for land vehicles,
and parts therefor; shafts, axles or spindles being
machine elements not for land vehicles; transmission
shafts, other than for land vehicles; crank shafts;
bearings [parts of machines]; couplings, other than
for land vehicles; couplings for machines;
transmissions for machines; cams being parts of
46
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machines; gears, other than for land vehicles; gear
boxes, other than for land vehicles; reduction gears
being parts of machines; speed governors for
machines, engines and motors; clutches, other than
for land vehicles; torque converters, other than for
land vehicles; pulleys being parts of machines; belts
for machines; belts for motors and engines; roller
chains being parts of machines; hydraulic
accumulators being parts of machines; hydraulic
intensifiers being parts of machines; shock absorbers
for machines; springs being parts of machines;
brakes for machines; brake shoes, other than for
vehicles; valves being parts of machines; pressure
regulators being parts of machines; lawnmowers;
electric door openers; waste disposal units; waste
crushing machines; sewage pulverisers; waste
compacting machines; waste sorting machines; 3D
printers; electric motors, not for land vehicles;
electric motors and parts thereof, other than for land
vehicles; generators of electricity and their parts and
fittings; electric mixers for household purposes;
brushes being parts of machines; holding devices for
machine tools; lubricators [parts of machines]; heat
exchangers [parts of machines]; automatic
transporting machines; tension regulators for use
with winding machines for machines for making
electric wires and cables including fiber optic cables
and coils; paper coating machines; vacuum
deposition machines for plasma enhanced chemical
vapor deposition (PECVD), physical vapor
deposition (PVD), chemical vapor deposition (CVD)
processes, and parts and fittings therefor; machines
and equipment for producing optical cables and
fibres, and their parts and fittings; electric wire and
cable manufacturing machines and their parts and
fittings; machines for insulating and sheathing
electric cables and optical fibres; fiber-optic line
drawing machines; mechanical seals [parts of
machines]; tire manufacturing machines and their
parts and fittings; feeders [parts of machines].
9
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electronic locks; simulators for the steering and
control of vehicles; sports training simulators;
laboratory apparatus and instruments, and their parts
and fittings; optical machines and apparatus, and
their parts arid fittings; optical mirrors; measuring
and testing machines and instruments, and their parts
and fittings; level indicators; sound level meters;
surveying instruments; fuel gauges; odometers;
sound measuring apparatus; thermometers, not for
medical purposes; ultrasonic thickness gauges;
pressure gauges; meters; sensors [measurement
apparatus], other than for medical use; detectors;
electrical control, testing and monitoring apparatus;
diagnostic apparatus, not for medical purposes;
material testing instruments and machines;
semiconductor
testing
apparatus;
computer
component testing and calibrating equipment; probes
for scientific purposes; rubber testing machines;
friction testers; apparatus for testing vehicle brakes;
apparatus for testing vehicle transmissions;
observation instruments; apparatus and instruments
for
conducting,
switching,
transforming,
accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity;
electric relays; electric transformers; welding
transformers; plugs, sockets and other contacts
[electric connections]; terminals [electricity]; electric
switches; inverters [electricity]; electric converters;
electrical power supplies; electric control devices for
energy management; power distribution or control
machines and apparatus; electric reactors; fuel cells;
electrical cells and batteries; battery separators;
rechargeable batteries; wavemeters; magnetometers;
probes for testing semiconductors; probes for testing
integrated circuits; electric cables and wires; superconducting wires and cables; materials for electricity
mains [wires, cables]; cable harnesses; electric cable
connectors; battery cables; electric coils; optical
fibers;
telecommunications
apparatus
and
instruments, and their parts and fittings; component
parts for antennas; magnetic wires; electromagnetic
coils; super-conducting magnets; magnetic coils;
satellite receiving and transmission apparatus and
instruments; GPS receivers; electronic navigational
and positioning apparatus and instruments;
monitoring apparatus, other than for medical
purposes; remote control telemetering apparatus;
remote control apparatus and instruments; remote
controls; covers for smartphones; mobile phone
straps; dustproof plugs for jacks of mobile phones;
digital sound processors; video processors; encoding
and decoding apparatus; visual display units; digital
cameras; electronic components; computer software,
firmware and hardware; computer systems;
computer hardware; computer peripherals and
accessories; computer programs and software;
downloadable computer software for remote
monitoring and analysis; monitors [computer

Ear plugs for divers; decorative magnets; electrified
fences; electrolysers and their parts and fittings;
ozonisers [ozonators]; ionization apparatus not for
the treatment of air or water; egg-candlers;
photocopying machines; accumulator boxes; parking
meters; life saving apparatus and equipment;
lanyards for safety purposes for fall protection; fire
extinguishers;
anti-theft
warning
apparatus;
protective helmets; face shields, other than for
medical purposes; protection devices for personal
use against accidents; reflective apparel and clothing
for the prevention of accidents; clothing, footwear
and headwear for protection against accidents,
irradiation and fire; flashing safety lights; vehicle
breakdown warning triangles; road signs, luminous
or mechanical; reflectors for traffic signals; vehicle
breakdown warning lamps, other than parts of
vehicles; highway flares, not explosive or
pyrotechnics; breathing apparatus, except for
artificial respiration; electronic game programs;
47
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programs]; computer software for use in processing
semiconductor wafers; software for diagnostics and
troubleshooting; computer memory devices;
integrated circuit cards; portable flash memory
devices; blank USB flash drives; pre-recorded data
carriers for use with computers; optical scanners;
mousepads; integrated circuits; semi-conductors;
geiger counters; high frequency apparatus;
cyclotrons; particle accelerators; industrial x-ray
apparatus; radiological apparatus for industrial
purposes; betatrons; hydrophones; sounding
apparatus and machines; echo sounders; ultrasonic
flaw detectors; ultrasonic sensors; magnetic
resonance imaging [MRI] apparatus, not for medical
purposes; lasers, not for medical purposes; metal
detectors; electron microscopes; magnetic cores;
resistance wires; electrodes; anodes; cathodes;
electromagnets; fire boats; satellites for scientific
purposes; fire engines; face-shields for protection
against accidents, irradiation and fire; clothing,
footwear and headwear for protection against
accidents, irradiation and fire; gloves for protection
against accidents, irradiation and fire; sunglasses;
eyewear; eyeglass lanyards; safety goggles;
consumer video game programs; head guards for
sports; sports whistles; weight belts for scuba diving;
snorkels; regulators for scuba diving; metronomes;
phonograph records; downloadable music files;
downloadable image files; pre-recorded videos;
electronic publications recorded on computer media;
electronic publications, downloadable; exposed
cinematographic films; electronic control systems
for machines; tire testing machines and their parts
and fittings; tire and tire/wheel uniformity machines
for the purpose of measuring and correcting the
uniformity of tires and tire/wheels.
11
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automatic ion exchange chromatography apparatus
for industrial purposes; pure water manufacturing
apparatus in the nature of water filtering apparatus
and water ion-exchange apparatus; pure water
manufacturing apparatus in the nature of water ionexchanging
apparatus
using
ion-exchange
membranes or ion-exchange resins; gas generators
and their parts, namely, electrochemical gas
generators, gas generating furnaces, pressure swing
adsorption (PSA) gas generators, membrane gas
generators, and cryogenic gas generators; chemical
fiber drying apparatus; pasteurisers; industrial
furnaces and their parts and fittings; gas generating
furnaces for industrial purposes; melting furnaces;
blast furnaces; kilns; hearths; shaped fittings for
furnaces; loading apparatus for furnaces; nuclear
reactors and their parts and fittings; installations for
processing nuclear fuel and nuclear moderating
material; forage drying apparatus; watering
machines for agricultural purposes; watering
installations, automatic; heat guns; boilers, other
than parts of machines; fountains; glue-heating
appliances; air conditioners; fans [parts of airconditioning installations]; heat pumps; humidifiers;
ventilation apparatus; air cleaning units and their
fittings; air deodorizing apparatus; industrial
dehumidifiers;
heating
apparatus;
cooling
installations and machines; filters for air
conditioning; filters for air extractor hoods; filters
for air purifiers; freezing machines and apparatus for
industrial purposes, and their parts and fittings;
freezers; refrigerating apparatus and machines;
cooling installations for water; laundry drying
machines; hair dryers; cooking apparatus and
installations; electric autoclaves; pressure cookers,
electric; industrial dish drying machines; sinks;
hydrants; water supply installations; water
distribution installations; regulating and safety
accessories for water apparatus; level controlling
valves in tanks; cocks for pipes and pipelines;
regulating accessories for water or gas apparatus and
pipes; wastewater treatment apparatus and their parts
and fittings; wastewater purification installations;
sewage treatment plants; waste water treatment
tanks; incinerators; pressure water tanks; solar water
heaters; water purification apparatus; water
purification tanks; reverse osmosis water
purification units; water purifying units for
producing potable water; desalination plants;
apparatus for dehydrating food waste; sterilizers for
laboratory use; disinfectant apparatus for medical
purposes; sockets for electric lights; electric
luminaires; floodlights; electric flashlights; lights for
vehicles; light bulbs; germicidal lamps; ultraviolet
ray lamps, not for medical purposes; lamps;
household electrothermic appliances; water purifiers
for household use; boat reflectors; vehicle reflectors;

Apparatus for lighting, heating, steam generating,
cooking, refrigerating, drying, ventilating, water
supply and sanitary purposes; kiln furniture
[supports]; sanitary apparatus and installations;
drying apparatus and installations; drying apparatus
for chemical processing; ash conveyor installations,
automatic; aquarium filtration apparatus; distillation
apparatus; distillation columns; evaporators;
evaporators for chemical processing; evaporators for
air conditioners; gas condensers, other than parts of
machines; gas purification apparatus; gas scrubbing
apparatus; scrubbers [parts of gas installations]; heat
accumulators; heat exchangers, other than parts of
machines; heat exchangers for chemical processing;
polymerisation
installations;
oil
purifying
installations; oil-scrubbing apparatus; air sterilisers;
water
sterilisers;
desalination
installations;
desalination units; water filtering apparatus; water
filters; reverse osmosis water filtration units; flare
stacks for use in the oil industry; steam generators;
48
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bicycle reflectors; washers for water taps; gas-fired
water heaters; gas cookers; luminous house
numbers; portable paper lanterns; oil lamps; pocket
warmers; bidets; wastewater treatment tanks for
household purposes; waste incinerators for
household purposes; disinfectant dispensers for
toilets; bath fittings; oil stoves; air filters for
industrial use; bubble generating machines for use in
wastewater treatment machines and instruments;
incinerators and reaction chambers for the
decomposition by explosion of explosive charges
and for the pollution-free destruction of objects
including chemical and conventional munitions,
parts and fittings therefor; hydrogen generators.
12
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vehicles; horns for vehicles; vehicle windows; body
panels for vehicles; door panels for vehicles; doors
for vehicles; aircraft and their parts and fittings;
space vehicles; structural parts for aircraft; vehicle
wheels; safety belts for vehicle seats; vehicle
chassis; railway rolling stock and their parts and
fittings; structural parts for trains; bodies for railway
cars; running boards for land vehicles; door handles
for land vehicles; side view mirrors for vehicles;
roof panels for land vehicles; gear shifts for land
vehicles; automobiles and their parts and fittings;
forklift trucks; freewheels for land vehicles;
structural parts for automobiles; bodies for vehicles;
automobile chassis; automobile hoods; bumpers for
automobiles; doors for automobiles; running boards
for automobiles; seats for automobiles; airbags for
vehicles; interior trim for automobiles; rearview
mirrors; steering wheels for vehicles; sun visors for
automobiles; electric cigarette lighters for land
vehicles; lug nuts for vehicle wheels; mudguards;
luggage carriers for vehicles; spare wheel holders;
direction indicators for land vehicles; windscreens;
windscreen wipers; windshield wiper blades; clips
adapted for fastening automobile parts to automobile
bodies; brake pedals for vehicles; two-wheeled
motor vehicles; two-wheeled motor vehicles,
bicycles and their parts and fittings; structural parts
for motorcycles; bicycles; structural parts for
bicycles; carts; tyre repair patches; air cushion
vehicles; baby carriages; ashtrays for automobiles.

Treads for vehicles [roller belts]; engines for land
vehicles; motors for land vehicles; engine mounts
for land vehicles; mechanical elements for land
vehicles; shafts, axles or spindles for land vehicles;
shaft couplings or connectors for land vehicles;
bearings for land vehicles; spindles for land
vehicles; axles for vehicles; cardan shafts for
vehicles; universal joints for land vehicles; shaft
couplings for land vehicles; axle bearings for land
vehicles; wheel bearings for land vehicles; axle
journals; axle boots for vehicles; gearing for land
vehicles; transmissions for land vehicles; cams for
land vehicles; links for land vehicles; roller chains
for land vehicles; reversing gears for land vehicles;
reduction gears for land vehicles; gear wheels for
land vehicles; gear boxes for land vehicles; drive
gears for land vehicles; speed change gears for land
vehicles; idling pulleys for land vehicles; belt
pulleys for land vehicles; transmission belts for land
vehicles; clutches for land vehicles; hydraulic
circuits for vehicles; torque converters for land
vehicles; fluid couplings for land vehicles; wheel
sprockets; steering units for land vehicles;
connecting rods for land vehicles, other than parts of
motors and engines; shock absorbers for vehicles;
wheel suspensions; suspension systems for
automobiles; suspension arms, suspension bars (tow
bars), parts for suspensions; springs for land
vehicles; brakes for vehicles; brake shoes for
vehicles; parachutes; anti-theft devices for vehicles;
vehicles for the physically handicapped and those of
reduced mobility; motors, electric, for land vehicles;
vehicles for locomotion by land, air, water or rail;
water vehicles; dredgers [boats]; vessels and their
parts and fittings; structural parts for boats; rudders;
oars; ship hulls; dashboards for vehicles; cup holders
for vehicles; vehicle seats; security harness for
vehicle seats; head-rests for vehicle seats; seat
covers for vehicles; upholstery for vehicle seats; arm
rests for vehicles; handbrake knobs for vehicles;
gear lever knobs for vehicles; fuel tanks for vehicles;
caps for vehicle fuel tanks; luggage nets for

17
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Metal foil for insulation; unprocessed and semiprocessed rubber, gutta-percha, gum, asbestos, mica
and substitutes for all these materials; seals; sealant
compounds for joints; caulking materials; thermal
insulating materials; quay wall-mounted rubber
cushioning materials for the prevention of damage to
docks, ships and vessels; connecting hoses for
vehicle radiators; cylinder jointings; clutch linings;
brake lining materials, partly processed; valves of
rubber; gaskets; gaskets, not of metal; gaskets of
metal; stuffing rings; joint packings; fittings, not of
metal, for flexible pipes; non-metal pipe couplings
and joints; rings of rubber for use as pipe connection
seals; pipe jackets, not of metal; junctions, not of
metal, for pipes; reinforcing materials, not of metal,
for pipes; fittings, not of metal, for rigid pipes;
water-tight rings; waterproof packings; canvas hose
pipes; hoses made of rubber; hydraulic hoses of
rubber; hoses made of plastic; hydraulic hoses of
plastic; floating anti-pollution barriers; insulators;
insulating materials; insulating refractory materials;
compositions to prevent the radiation of heat;
electrical insulators made of rubber; insulating
sleeves for machinery; insulating oils; rubber
material for recapping tires; washers of rubber or
vulcanized fiber; rings of rubber; stops of rubber;
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boxes made of wood; benches; signboards of wood
or plastics; mobile boarding stairs, not of metal, for
passengers; coffins; personal compact mirrors; shoe
pegs, not of metal; infant walkers; mannequins;
camping mattresses; fishing stools; labels of plastic;
sculptures of plastic; bamboo; reeds [plaiting
materials]; animal horns; coral.

cotton wool for packing [caulking]; plastic fibers,
other than for textile use; asbestos; carbon fibers,
other than for textile use; threads of plastic
materials, other than for textile use; covered rubber
yarn, not for textile use; elastic threads, other than
for textile use; asbestos yarn, not for textile use;
soundproofing materials; asbestos felt; insulating
gloves; cords of rubber; industrial packaging
containers of rubber; packing [cushioning, stuffing]
materials of rubber or plastics; shock-absorbing
buffers of rubber; rubber lids and caps [for industrial
packaging containers]; rubber stoppers; figurines
made of rubber; foam supports for flower
arrangements [semi-finished products]; plastic
sheeting for agricultural purposes; vulcanized fiber;
adhesive tapes, other than stationery and not for
medical or household purposes; plastic film, other
than for wrapping; filtering materials [semiprocessed foams or films of plastic]; plastic
substances, semi-processed; artificial resins, semiprocessed; flexible hoses, not of metal; acoustical
insulation barrier panels; rubber, raw or semiworked; rubber solutions; foam rubber; ebonite
moulds; rubber sleeves for protecting parts of
machines.
20
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27 Floor mats for vehicles; carpets for automobiles; bath
mats; rubber mats; floor coverings; carpets; floor mats;
non-slip mats; anti-slip floor mats; door mats; decorative
wall hangings, not of textile; artificial turf; gymnastic
mats; wallpaper.
821. Basic application
JP (Japan), 26.06.2018, 2018-83498.
822. Basic registration
JP (Japan), 08.03.2019, 6127873.
270. Language(s) of the application
English
581. Date of notification by the International Bureau to
the designated Contracting Parties
12.09.2019
1488087

Yellow amber; knobs, not of metal; stone pulls; gun
cabinets; loading pallets, not of metal; containers,
not of metal [storage, transport]; bakers' bread
baskets; comb foundations for beehives; drafting
tables; hairdresser's chairs; valves of plastic being
other than machine parts; collars, not of metal, for
fastening pipes; reels, not of metal, non-mechanical,
for flexible hoses; mooring buoys, not of metal;
storage tanks, not of metal or masonry; identification
bracelets, not of metal; brush mountings; shoulder
poles [yokes]; nails, wedges, nuts, screws, tacks,
bolts, rivets and casters, not of metal; metalsubstitute plastic fasteners; washers, not of metal,
not of rubber or vulcanized fiber; screws, not of
metal; nuts, not of metal; washers of plastic; bolts,
not of metal; rivets, not of metal; clips, not of metal,
for cables and pipes; clips of plastic for sealing bags;
locks, other than electric, not of metal; pillows;
cushions; boxes of wood or plastic; wood crates;
bins, not of metal; packaging containers of plastic;
plastic caps; embroidery frames; bathtub grab bars,
not of metal; identity plates, not of metal; hand-held
flagpoles, not of metal; non-electric fans for personal
use; stakes, not of metal, for plants or trees; beds for
household pets; step stools, not of metal; letter
boxes, not of metal or masonry; coathooks, not of
metal; hampers [baskets] for the transport of items;
water tanks for household purposes, not of metal or
masonry; tool boxes, not of metal, empty; towel
dispensers, fixed, not of metal; furniture, mirrors,
picture frames; furniture of metal; metal shelving;
work benches; trestle tables; indoor blinds; statuettes
of resin; wind chimes; screens [furniture]; decorative

151. Date of the registration
27.03.2019
180. Expected expiration date of the registration/renewal
27.03.2029
732. Name and address of the holder of the registration
XIANGPIAOPIAO FOOD HOLDING CO., LTD
NO.888, CHUANGYEDADAO ROAD,
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT ZONE,
HUZHOU CITY
313100 ZHEJIANG PROVINCE (CN (China))
812. Contracting State or Contracting Organization in the
territory of which the holder has a real and effective
industrial or commercial establishment
CN (China)
842. Legal nature of the holder (legal entity) and State,
and, where applicable, territory within that State where
the legal entity is organized
Corporation, CHINA
740. Name and address of the representative
BEIJING HONGCHENG INTELLECTUAL
PROPERTY AGENY CO., LTD
ROOM 603, FLOOR 5, BUILDING 4,
NO 1 COURTYARD,
AUTOMOTIVE MUSEUM EAST ROAD,
FENGTAI DISTRICT
BEIJING (CN (China))
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740. Name and address of the representative
Cooley LLP, Brendan Hughes, Shane Rumbaugh
Cooley LLP
1299 Pennsylvania Ave., N.W.,
Suite 700
Washington DC 20004 (US (United States of America))

531. International Classification of the Figurative
Elements of Marks (Vienna Classification)
VCL (7)
27.05.
550. Indication relating to the nature or kind of mark
The words contained in the mark have no meaning
511. The International Classification of Goods and
Services for the Purposes of the Registration of Marks
(Nice Classification) and the list of goods and services
classified according thereto
NCL (11-2018)

531. International Classification of the Figurative
Elements of Marks (Vienna Classification)
VCL (7)
26.11; 27.05.

29 Fruits, canned; crystallized fruits; oils for food; meat;
dried edible fungi; milk tea [mainly milk]; vegetables,
preserved; fish-based foodstuffs; eggs; nuts, prepared.

571. Description of mark
The mark consists of a capital letter "H" with two
horizontal bars in the middle of the "H".

32 Waters [beverages]; non-alcoholic fruit juice
beverages; mineral water [beverages]; preparations for
making aerated water; beer; isotonic beverages; fruit
juice; fruit powder for making beverage.

511. The International Classification of Goods and
Services for the Purposes of the Registration of Marks
(Nice Classification) and the list of goods and services
classified according thereto
NCL (11-2018)

821. Basic application
CN (China), 07.11.2017, 27339597.
821. Basic application
CN (China), 07.11.2017, 27338525.

9 Computer software platforms for distributed consensus
computing; computer application software for distributed
ledger based platforms, namely, software for using a
consensus engine incorporating distributed ledger
technology for cryptographically securing data.

270. Language(s) of the application
English
581. Date of notification by the International Bureau to
the designated Contracting Parties
19.09.2019

35 Online retail store services featuring computer
software provided via the internet and other computer and
electronic
communication
networks;
business
management services relating to computer networks with
distributed ledger based platforms; promoting public
awareness of distributed ledger technology.

1488098
151. Date of the registration
13.09.2018

36 Issuance of tokens of value, namely, cryptocurrency
tokens, virtual currency tokens, and digital tokens.

180. Expected expiration date of the registration/renewal
13.09.2028

41 Educational services, namely, providing training in the
fields of computer software and distributed ledger
technology.

732. Name and address of the holder of the registration
Swirlds, Inc.
224 W. Campbell Rd.,
Suite 2014
Richardson TX 75080 (US (United States of America))

42 Design, development, and implementation of software
for distributed computing platforms; design, development,
and implementation of software for distributed ledger
technology; research and development of computer
software; software development and product development
consulting in the field of distributed computing platforms;
providing information about distributed ledger computing,
via a website; software as a service (SAAS) services
featuring software for distributed ledger technology,
cryptocurrency, virtual currency, and digital tokens;

811. Contracting State of which the holder is a national
US (United States of America)
842. Legal nature of the holder (legal entity) and State,
and, where applicable, territory within that State where
the legal entity is organized
Corporation, Delaware, United States
51
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platform as a service featuring computer software
platforms for distributed ledger technology and
authenticating, facilitating and processing data in the
fields of cryptocurrency, virtual currency, and digital
tokens; providing non-downloadable software for
cryptocurrency, virtual currency, and digital tokens for
use by members of an online community via a global
computer network; providing information in the fields of
computer software and distributed ledger technology.
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531. International Classification of the Figurative
Elements of Marks (Vienna Classification)
VCL (7)
15.09; 16.03; 21.03; 29.01.
591. Information concerning colors claimed
White, light gray, blue, light green and medium green.The
mark consists of a stylized radar screen surrounded by a
circular rim in light gray. In the center of the screen is a
solid blue circle surrounded by a white border. A light
green circle forms part of the screen past the white
circular border, with a medium green one on the outer
part of the stylized radar screen. A stylized radar sweep in
the form of a circular segment on the top half of the
screen fades from blue in the center to green on the outer
edge of the screen.

821. Basic application
US (United States of America), 13.03.2018, 87832431.
300. Data relating to priority under the Paris Convention
and other data relating to registration of the mark in the
country of origin
US (United States of America), 13.03.2018, 87832431.
270 .Language(s) of the application
English

571. Description of mark
The mark consists of a stylized radar screen surrounded
by a circular rim in light gray. In the center of the screen
is a solid blue circle surrounded by a white border. A light
green circle forms part of the screen past the white
circular border, with a medium green one on the outer
part of the stylized radar screen. A stylized radar sweep in
the form of a circular segment on the top half of the
screen fades from blue in the center to green on the outer
edge of the screen.

1487521
151. Date of the registration
30.07.2019
180. Expected expiration date of the registration/renewal
30.07.2029
732. Name and address of the holder of the registration
Apple Inc.
One Apple Park Way
Cupertino CA 95014 (US (United States of America))

511. The International Classification of Goods and
Services for the Purposes of the Registration of Marks
(Nice Classification) and the list of goods and services
classified according thereto
NCL (11-2018)

811. Contracting State of which the holder is a national
US (United States of America)
842 .Legal nature of the holder (legal entity) and State,
and, where applicable, territory within that State where
the legal entity is organized
CORPORATION, California, United States

9 Downloadable and recorded computer software for use
in geographically locating and tracking electronic devices.
821. Basic application
US (United States of America), 03.06.2019, 88457788.

740. Name and address of the representative
Thomas R. La Perle
Apple Inc.
One Apple Park Way,
MS: 169-3IPL
Cupertino CA 95014 (US (United States of America))

300. Data relating to priority under the Paris Convention
and other data relating to registration of the mark in the
country of origin
US (United States of America), 03.06.2019, 88457788.
270. Language(s) of the application
English
581. Date of notification by the International Bureau to
the designated Contracting Parties
19.09.2019
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